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Abstract 
The progress of technology has led to the increased adoption of energy monitors among 
household energy consumers. While the monitors available on the market deliver real-time 
energy usage feedback to the consumer, the form of this data is usually unengaging and 
mundane. Moreover, it fails to address consumers with different motivations and needs to 
save and compare energy. This master‟s thesis project presents a study that seeks to inform 
design guidelines for differently motivated energy consumers. The focus of the research is on 
comparative feedback supported by a community of energy consumers. In particular, the 
discussed comparative feedback types are explanatory comparison, temporal self-comparison, 
norm comparison, one-on-one comparison and ranking, whereby the last three support 
exploring the potential of socialising energy-related feedback in social networking sites, such 
as Facebook. These feedback types were integrated in EnergyWiz – a mobile application that 
enables users to compare with their past performance, neighbours, contacts from social 
networking sites and other EnergyWiz users. The application was developed through a theory-
driven approach and evaluated in personal, semi-structured interviews which provided 
insights on how motivation-related comparative feedback should be designed. It was also 
employed in expert focus group discussions which resulted in defining opportunities and 
challenges before mobile, social energy monitors. 
The findings have unequivocally shown that users with different motivations to compare and 
to conserve energy have different preferences for comparative feedback types and design. It 
was established that one of the most influential factors determining design factors is the 
people users compare to.  
In addition, the research found that even simple communication strategies in Facebook, such 
as wall posts and groups can contribute to engagement with energy conservation practices. 
The concept of mobility of the application was evaluated as positive since it provides place- 
and time-independent access to the energy consumption data. 
Keywords: Persuasive Technology, Sustainable HCI, Comparative Feedback, Social 
networking, Energy Monitoring   
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1. Introduction 
The goal of this Masters thesis is to research the opportunity to motivate energy consumers 
conserve energy at home through real-time feedback about their energy use (energy 
feedback). In particular, the potential of feedback containing comparison, i.e., comparative 
feedback is explored.  
While energy feedback has been actively used in the growing research field of applications 
which aim to change consumer‟s behaviour towards curbing energy use, researchers have 
outlined design dimensions for energy feedback (Chetty/Tran/Grinter 2008; Fitzpatrick/Smith 
2009; Froehlich 2009). Still, design guidelines for comparative feedback on energy 
consumption have not been systematically explored. 
In addition, how to address the needs and preferences of different user types remains an 
unanswered question although recent research has shown that people with different 
motivation and experience also have different preferences concerning energy feedback 
(He/Greenberg/Huang 2009).  
As these research gaps relate to the widely used comparative feedback, the present research 
focuses on the significant question of designing guidelines for comparative feedback for 
different energy consumer types. Thus it lays the foundation for further research in 
motivation-specific approach to behaviour change towards energy-efficient lifestyles.  
Inspired by the recent rise of online social networks and the promising research results about 
engaging users through embedding energy feedback in social context (Mankoff et al. 2010; 
Foster et al. 2010),  the present work also focuses on design guidelines for attracting users 
through socialising energy feedback. 
To facilitate the derivation of the motivation-specific design guidelines, the mobile 
application EnergyWiz was developed. It is based on the Google Android platform and tightly 
integrated with the popular social networking site Facebook, and includes different types of 
comparative feedback. During the research, EnergyWiz was used in interviews with energy 
consumers that were the first step toward forming the design guidelines. 
1.1 Climate Change 
The relevance of such a research project is high in the context of climate change which is not 
anymore thought of as a future phenomenon but moreover as a present one. First the release 
of Al Gore‟s documentary “An Inconvenient Truth” in 2006 fuelled the discussion about 
climate change that has engaged a steadily increasing part of the general public. Thereafter 
United Nations Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) predicted, based on 
multiple scientific models, that the average temperature on Earth has risen continually since 
the mid-20th century and is projected to rise between two to six degrees centigrade by 2100. 
This will lead to considerable anomalies in the weather patterns, wildlife, and, eventually, will 
have a huge impact on human lifestyle. The Climate Change 2007 report of the same 
institution (IPCC 2007b) describes climate change unequivocally as a reality and very likely 
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due to anthropogenic greenhouse emissions. Consequently, climate change has entered the 
mainstream social and political consciousness. 
The change in the climate and, more specifically, global warming is due to the presence of 
greenhouse gases in the atmosphere (i.e., the so-called greenhouse effect) that absorb thermal 
infrared radiation from Earth‟s surface and emit it back to it thus trapping heat within the 
surface-troposphere system (IPCC 2007a). Among these green house gases, the most 
significant are Water vapour (H2O), carbon dioxide (CO2), nitrous oxide (N2O), methane 
(CH4) and ozone (O3), all of which are both of natural and anthropogenic origin. In addition, 
there are a number of entirely human-made greenhouse gases, most notably halocarbons 
which are used as solvents, pesticides or refrigerants (IPCC 2007a). 
A widely adopted measurement unit for the representation of the concentration of greenhouse 
gases is the CO2 equivalent concentrations (CO2e)   (Gohar/Shine 2007). Using CO2e lets 
expressing the concentration of the different greenhouse gases in terms of the most popular of 
them - CO2. Therefore this measurement unit is popular way to express the harmful effect of 
energy consumption on the environment. 
Domestic energy consumption takes a considerable portion of the energy use as a whole and 
thus contributes significantly to the CO2 emissions. For example, the residential sector in 
Australia contributes to 12% of its energy needs and has seen an increase of over 100% since 
the beginning of the 1990s (DEWHA 2008). In Germany the share of the energy consumed by 
the residential sector is even 26% (BDEW 2009). 
1.2 Climate Change Mitigation Strategies 
The IPCC working group on climate change mitigation categorised various mitigation options 
in five large groups: technology oriented policies, market oriented policies, voluntary policies, 
R&D policies and accompanying measures (IPCC 2001). Since the focus of the present 
research is on reducing the impact of domestic energy consumption on the environment 
through technology, only options from the first group will be taken into consideration.  
Among the technology-driven approaches to addressing climate change, one can distinguish 
the generation of energy from renewable, zero-carbon energy sources like wind, sun, heat 
from Earth‟s crust, ocean tides, etc. Other technology option that centres on energy efficiency 
is the development of appliances which use less electricity or are smart enough, for instance, 
to turn themselves off when no one is using them. Both of these approaches are exclusively 
driven by technology and do not require changing behaviours from energy consumer‟s side. 
Maybe precisely due to this fact the second approach requires a lot of research in order to 
develop a system that is intelligent enough to attempt curbing energy use autonomously.  
A third approach to fostering energy conservation at home through technology is using it to 
change human behaviour toward energy efficient lifestyle.  
1.3 Steps toward Changing Human Behaviour 
The process of motivating an energy consumer to change their lifestyle is complex and 
involves measures that raise awareness about energy consumption, explaining the 
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consequences on the environment of this consumption, bringing the user to action and 
sustaining the achieved energy efficient behaviour over a longer time period. 
In attempt to assist changing human behaviour towards more sustainable practices, 
international organizations and governments from all over the world started planning various 
interventions to mitigate the consequences of climate change by reducing the industrial and 
residential carbon footprint. While industry‟s contributions to greenhouse gas emissions can 
be limited by regulatory legislation, the energy consumption of domestic households is 
difficult to regulate without engendering dissatisfaction among residents. Therefore, local 
governments started promoting energy efficiency through programs, such as the Climate 
Smart Home Service program of the Queensland Government in Australia (LGIS 2008). 
While such programs may increase energy efficiency through technological means, for 
example offering compact fluorescent lights (CFL), they also try to influence consumer 
behaviour by introducing home energy monitors. Utility-driven initiatives for deploying smart 
meters in the residential sector also gain momentum, e.g., in Germany (RWE 2010) and USA 
(PG&E 2010).  
1.3.1 Energy Monitoring and Metering 
The first step towards changing energy consumption behaviour is to raise consumers‟ 
awareness about the energy they use. Due to the invisible character of energy, people often 
have difficulties in understanding how much energy their appliances at home consume in 
working mode or on stand-by. This might be one of the reasons why real-time information 
about energy consumption has shown to be more successful in “inviting” households to save 
domestic energy than any other form of information (ACEEE researchers did a meta-study of 
research works from 1995 to 2010 which has shown that real-time consumption information 
helps consumers save 9.2 to 12% energy on an annual basis) (Ehrhardt-
Martinez/Donnelly/Laitner 2010). Therefore, the latest technology developments that have 
enabled the provision of such real-time information have a considerable impact on 
consumer‟s perception about energy use and provide the researchers with foundation for 
further research on motivating energy conservation in a household setting. 
 
Figure 1: Energy Monitors: ENVI Source: (Current Cost 2008), Wattson Source: (DIY Kyoto. 2010), OWL Source: (2 
Save Energy Ltd. 2010a) 
Home energy monitors are display devices that provide real-time information about domestic 
energy consumption and usually display the energy consumption in kilowatt-hours (kWh), 
costs related to the energy use which is based on the particular utility tariff, and estimation 
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about the greenhouse gas emissions in form of CO2e. Figure 1 shows different types of energy 
monitors. 
The data provisioning to the home energy monitor may be provided through various means 
and be of different quality. One possibility to track the energy consumption of a whole 
household is to use a sensor attached to the electric main which is attached through a cable to 
a radio frequency transmitter which ultimately sends the sensed information to the home 
energy monitor or other devices that store or process it (Figure 2 left). In this case, it is 
important to note that the energy consumption information does not reflect the real 
consumption but moreover provides a close enough approximation of it. Popular products 
providing such solutions are Current Cost Envi, DIY Kyoto Wattson, and OWL. 
 
Figure 2: Energy monitor with a sensor and transmitter (left, Source: (Wattsclever 2010)), Smart meter (right, 
Source: (EVB Energy Solutions 2010)) 
Another possibility to sense energy use is through a direct connection to the electrical system, 
most commonly seen as a distributed system of plug adapters that are situated between the 
power outlet and the power plug of the corresponding device. The sensed energy use data is 
sent over a radio frequency to a centralized device or is locally displayed. In fact such 
approach to sensing provides information about the consumption of the household 
disaggregated into different appliances thus contributing to better understanding of where 
energy is consumed. While commercial products like Kill-A-Watt (Figure 3 left) employ this 
approach to achieve disaggregation of consumption data, scientists are in the process of 
building systems which deliver the same result but do not use the costly plug adapters. Some 
of them artificially generate noise in the house electric system and then attempt to classify by 
changes in the noise which appliance was turned on or off (Patel et al. 2007) (Figure 3 right). 
Others try to interpret the fluctuations of the current consumption (Ruzzelli et al. 2010). 
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Figure 3: Kill-A-Watt (left, Source: (P3 Corp. 2010)), System for disaggregated energy consumption data (right, 
Source: (Patel et al. 2007) 
In contrast to the presented approaches above, smart metering does not involve sensing but 
relies on exact consumption data from the energy meter. However the deployment depends on 
utility companies alone since it involves the replacement of the electricity meter. Although 
smart meters serve as data provider for energy monitors, they also deliver real-time 
consumption information to utilities (Figure 2 right). Furthermore, they can be used to send 
time-based price signals to utility customers (DRSG Coalition 2010) or be combined with 
energy management devices and databases to form advanced metering infrastructure (AMI). 
This infrastructure creates completely new services such as smart appliances adapting their 
working hours depending on the current electricity price (Plexus Research Inc. 2006). 
1.3.2 Home Energy Monitoring Applications 
Through the advancements in the technology, which led to the creation of energy monitors 
and the data provisioning infrastructure behind them, a new source of real-time energy usage 
information evolved. The previously invisible process of consumption became more 
transparent for the consumers. The increased visibility, in turn, is a prerequisite for raising 
awareness. 
Not only hardware home energy monitors but also software applications with the same goal 
have been developed in the recent years. Most notably, Google PowerMeter (Figure 4 left) 
gained customer base through partnerships with AMI producers and utilities. This web-based 
solution lets the user explore the historical development of their total energy consumption and 
compare it to that of previous periods. Depending on the particular performance, it 
recommends actions to be taken to curb energy use. 
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Figure 4: Google PowerMeter (left, Source: (Google 2010)), Microsoft Hohm (middle, Source: (Gizmodo 2010)), 
AlertMe iPhone App (right, Source: (AlertMe 2010)) 
A similar product was developed by the software corporation Microsoft called Microsoft 
Hohm (Figure 4 middle). It, in contrast to Google PowerMeter, collaborates only with utilities 
and by doing this can retrieve the total energy consumption of a particular utility customer. 
Apart from presenting the history development of the consumption and giving suggestions on 
how to improve the efficiency, Hohm also integrates to online social networking sites, like 
Facebook and Twitter, thus enables discussion with other consumers. 
Other solutions that have different approach are mobile applications serving like home energy 
monitors. The energy monitoring company AlertMe provides an iPhone application for its 
sensing infrastructure (Figure 4 right).  
1.3.3 Sustainable HCI 
Although home energy monitoring applications have a significant effect on raising 
consumer‟s awareness about energy use, they do not necessarily motivate behaviour change 
towards more energy-efficient lifestyles. However with increasing public interest in climate 
change, environmental sustainability has become a prevailing topic in the field of Human-
Computer Interaction (HCI). The result of this trend emerged to what is called by DiSalvo et 
al. (DiSalvo/Sengers/Brynjarsdóttir 2010) the field of sustainable HCI. The goal was to foster 
research at the intersection of people, technology, and environmental concerns. Before 
becoming a prevalent concern in the research community, sustainability topics in HCI were 
subject of several workshops (UbiComp ‟07 and ‟08, Pervasive ‟08, CHI ‟09) which outlined 
the main opportunities and challenges facing the field. A considerable part of this research is 
devoted to persuasive technology (Fogg 2003) that aimed to motivate people to live in a more 
sustainable way (DiSalvo/Sengers/Brynjarsdóttir 2010). 
1.3.4 Persuasive Technology 
Persuasive technology as a scientific field was defined by BJ Fogg and his research group at 
Stanford University. By using persuasion or tapping on social influence, it aims at change 
behaviours or attitudes or both (Fogg 2003). According to BJ Fogg, persuasive technologies 
can serve as a tool, a medium or as a social actor. 
Their role as a tool increases the capabilities of the user. For instance, persuasive technologies 
can simplify a previously complex task or guide the user through the steps towards the 
completion of such a task. Furthermore, by eliminating the tedium of tracking user‟s 
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performance and intervening at the right time with messages, they contribute to more 
engagement. These messages are often customised for the particular user and are based on 
their specific needs, interests, personality usage context, etc. 
When employed as a medium, persuasive technologies provide experience to the user. In the 
context of environmental sustainability, they can provide simulations which depict the impact 
of certain user actions on the nature and thus make the user reflect on the cause-effect 
relationship. Furthermore, they can also be used as a simulation environment where the user 
can rehearse the actions that are expected to be conducted in a real-world setting. 
Finally, persuasive technologies can also be viewed as a social actor with whom the user can 
establish an emotional relationship. Presenting physical (in the form of on-screen characters) 
or psychological cues are able to create the impression that the technology has emotions, 
preferences, motivations and personality. When showing authority or apply social dynamics, 
like reciprocity – i.e. feeling the need to reciprocate when technology has done a favour for 
the user - persuasive technology can foster the targeted behaviour or attitude. Even 
influencing through simple text messages, for instance of praise, may contribute to the desired 
behaviour change. 
The recent advances in mobility and connected technologies have also helped for the 
proliferation of persuasive technologies and the increase in their efficiency.  
Mobile devices, such as smart phones, extend the reach of persuasive applications by 
providing a platform, which allows uninterrupted interaction with the user. Furthermore, the 
sensing capabilities of mobile devices are a source of real-time context. As a result, the 
moment of intervention can be carefully chosen by the persuasive application, having both the 
ability to act on the moment and to make an informed choice about the moment of 
intervention. 
The connectedness of the mobile devices with Internet provides yet another source of 
persuasion – namely, leveraging social influence. Social networking sites, such as Facebook, 
in particular have opened a whole new world of opportunities for persuasive technologies by 
providing rich-context information about user‟s interests and social relationships. Thus 
persuasion can now be supported through social facilitation, social comparison, conformity 
and social learning (Fogg 2003). Each of these new opportunities will be discussed in detail in 
the next chapter.  
1.4 Area of Research 
Recently the latest developments of AMIs, commercial off-the-shelf home energy monitoring 
applications and the research in the field of sustainable HCI have fostered the development of 
user interfaces which display energy consumption as cost, kilowatt hours, or carbon dioxide 
equivalent (CO2e) emissions. The display of this data helps some users to conserve energy 
with the prospect of saving money. In case they achieve significant cost savings, they will 
probably find new ways to consume the “saved” energy, which is known as Jevons’s paradox 
(Jevons 1866). However, if people are motivated to live in a more environmentally conscious 
way, they will possibly require feedback about their impact on the environment expressed in 
units of CO2 emissions. Since energy is just as invisible as CO2 for them, the energy saving 
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process is rather complex: first, users must understand what the measurement units mean, 
second, find out if they are efficient or not, third, think about proper actions which will lead to 
reducing energy use. This process ultimately leads to significant cognitive overload. When 
faced with such mental demands of choice, people begin to rely on irrational methods for 
dealing with them (Pierce/Schiano/Paulos 2010) that often result in inefficient energy use.  
In addition, most energy monitors provide the same feedback to all users: “one-size-fits-all” 
(He/Greenberg/Huang 2009). Different motivations are not taken into account. 
The goal of this research is to address this issue by providing design guidelines related to 
comparative feedback on energy use for consumers with different motivation concerning 
energy conservation and comparison. The research process is facilitated by an Android-based 
mobile application called EnergyWiz that taps on strong and simple internal motivators such 
as the response to social pressure, the need for social recognition, and competitiveness. 
Through the development of EnergyWiz as a mobile application, this project seeks also to 
inform about how persuasion in the context of energy saving can be supported by the 
increased mobility. In particular, it elaborates on the possible use cases of user engagement 
with energy-related data while the user is out of home. 
In addition, the functionality of EnergyWiz uses the online social networking site Facebook 
for retrieving social graph data and allowing socially-enabled interaction between users. 
Therefore, it helps to explore the potential of such sites for motivating behaviour change 
towards more sustainable lifestyles through social facilitation, social comparison, conformity 
and social learning. 
1.5 Structure of the Thesis 
In the following paragraphs the structure of this master thesis research project will be 
presented.  
In Chapter 2, related previous research works are reviewed. The covered areas of research are 
those of environmental psychology, behaviour psychology (in particular feedback), and social 
psychology (more specifically comparison in the context of motivating behaviour change). 
Chapter 3 focuses on the research questions addressed by the present master thesis, while 
Chapter 4 elaborates on the methodology used to research the posed question. 
The design of the mobile application developed for this research project - EnergyWiz - is 
described in detail in Chapter 5, whereby the emphasis is on the derivation of the design from 
previous research. Later in the same chapter EnergyWiz is discussed from a technology 
perspective concentrating on the technology requirements, its distributed architecture and, 
finally on the implementation and used programming technologies. 
The feedback provided by the users, in interviews which were conducted in the course of this 
research, is presented as findings in Chapter 6. 
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This is followed by a detailed discussion about the findings in Chapter 7. These are used in 
the same chapter to find significant patterns in users‟ feedback and derive an answer for the 
research question. 
Chapter 8 outlines limitations of the present research and provides outlook on future 
intentions related to this project. 
Chapter 9 summarises the research findings of the present project and discusses its 
implications in future research. Limitations of this project and future work on it are discussed 
as well. 
Thereafter the acknowledgements (Chapter 10), the references (Chapter 11) and the 
attachments (Chapter 12) are situated. 
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2. Literature Review 
In the previous chapter, an overview of the general problem of human-induced climate change 
was presented. In the context of this problem, this research project is committed to mitigating 
its consequences and preventing further exacerbation of the climate-driven weather 
anomalies. As it was also outlined above, an approach that may help is changing human 
behaviour and a particularly promising tool is the employment of persuasive technologies that 
will engender reflection about one‟s impact on the environment, assist in changing habits and 
help in sustaining the achieved behaviour change. Here, in Chapter 2, the theoretical 
fundamentals behind the research and related scientific works are discussed. 
First, the models of pro-environmental behaviour established in the field of environmental 
psychology will be described. Looking through the lenses of these models, the approach to the 
design of persuasive applications, i.e. applications using persuasive technology, can be 
formalised.  
While models of pro-environmental behaviour shed light on the motivations of people to 
behave in an environmentally conscious manner, they do not provide concrete mechanisms 
with which one can influence user‟s behaviour. However, such techniques are provided by 
behavioural psychology and social psychology. 
Behavioural psychology has researched for long time the effectiveness of feedback on 
changing towards desired behaviours and in the context of energy conservation this technique 
has proven itself as useful (Darby 2006). Since it will be employed in the present research, 
previous work in the field will be presented in Section 2.2. 
Thereafter, the second major technique used in this master‟s thesis project, namely the 
comparison will be considered, where as first the focus will be on the fundamental theories of 
social comparison and temporal comparison. Once the related works in social psychology on 
these topics are reviewed, the central concept for the present work – that of comparative 
feedback – will be described. 
Based on the review of various factors that contribute to the formation of comparative 
feedback related to motivating behaviour change, five types of comparative feedback will be 
derived. Researching these five types of comparative feedback will represent the main part of 
this project and therefore related work on all of them is discussed in detail in sections 2.3.1 to 
2.3.6. Because motivating energy saving has not been extensively researched for all of them, 
some of the reviews also pay attention to similar research in motivating healthier lifestyles. 
Since embedding energy consumption information in social context provides promising new 
opportunities for comparative feedback, particular attention will also be paid to this nascent 
research field. 
Finally, the results of the review on related research will be summarised, so that gaps within it 
can be identified. Later, by means of the gaps, definite research questions for this work will 
be formulated. 
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2.1 Models of Pro-Environmental Behaviour 
The designers working in the area of persuasive applications often target a specific user type 
(Kirman et al. 2010). Although unaware of it, they think by assumption of some model of 
human pro-environmental behaviour (Froehlich 2010). An example for this unconscious 
thought process is the reasoning that mothers are likely to be motivated to save energy 
because they would like not to harm the environment in which their children and 
grandchildren will live one day. Such reasoning is formalised by the following models but 
unfortunately has not been applied extensively in the field of HCI (Froehlich 2010). 
In an attempt to understand why people adopt pro-environmental behaviours, environmental 
psychologists employ predominantly two views – the Rational-Choice Models and the Norm-
Activation Models. The former imply that environmental behaviour is primarily driven by 
self-interest (Froehlich 2010) and assume that people are motivated to avoid punishment and 
to seek rewards (Bamberg/Möser 2007). Conversely, the Norm-Activation Models view pro-
social motives as most important (such as avoiding conditions that might cause threats to 
others (Stern 2000)) and rely on the basic premise that moral or personal norms are direct 
determinants of pro-social behaviour (Bamberg/Möser 2007). For instance, reasoning about 
pro-environmental actions according to the Rational-Choice Model, one might suggest that 
people save energy because they would like to save money or prove they are more capable in 
this than others. In contrast, when looking through the Norm-Activation Model, a person can 
conserve energy since she is concerned about the climate change and the future of the younger 
generation. 
Although these models provide explanations for people‟s motivations for acting pro-
environmentally, they do not give specific advice on how to support people in doing so. The 
specific motivational techniques are those that embody designer‟s goals into a tangible 
prototype. In our study, the motivational technique we focus on to approach the problem of 
conserving household energy is comparative feedback, which, as the name suggests, employs 
two motivational techniques established in behaviour psychology – feedback (Geller et al. 
1990) and comparison (Froehlich 2010). 
2.2 Feedback 
Feedback is information that provides a basic mechanism with which to monitor and compare 
behaviour, and allows an individual to better evaluate their performance. Feedback is one of 
the most effective strategies in reducing energy consumption at home (Froehlich 2009). In a 
comprehensive meta-research study, Darby has found that feedback on energy consumption at 
home can lead to up to 15% in energy savings (Darby 2006). Although providing energy-
related feedback is somewhat effective, most of the employed techniques are limited as they 
tend to use a “one size fits all” approach which means that they provide the same feedback to 
different individuals who have different motivations and experience in energy saving 
(He/Greenberg/Huang 2009). 
Energy-related feedback information is conveyed to a person through a visualization device 
and is produced from the constant collection of data relating to the level of resource 
consumption (Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008). Recent advancements in energy metering 
technology and various energy efficiency policies have engendered mass deployment of 
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AMIs which communicate the energy consumption of the households over a network and 
therefore enable the provision of automated, real-time feedback about energy consumption. 
Along with this trend, social networking sites, such as Facebook and MySpace found wide 
adoption, which provided new opportunities for engaging communication of energy-related 
feedback. Several works have already laid the foundation in the research on socialisation of 
energy feedback. Mankoff et al. (Mankoff et al. 2007) first proposed employing online social 
networks to motivate reduction in energy consumption, whereby they integrated energy-
related feedback into the profiles of MySpace users. Later, their idea evolved to 
StepGreen.org – an online community built to promote energy-saving behaviours which 
motivated through public commitment and competition (Mankoff et al. 2010). In another 
research, Foster et al. (Foster et al. 2010) developed a Facebook application which delivered 
energy-related feedback integrated in social context to eight households that reduced their 
energy usage significantly due to the socially-mediated encouragement and competition. 
The studies addressed above show the potential of socially-enabled comparison. In this 
research, we go one step deeper by looking into the different types of comparison and using 
them to make energy saving at home more engaging and, ultimately, motivate behaviour 
change towards energy-efficient lifestyles. 
2.3 Comparison 
Comparison can be temporal, i.e., contrasting one‟s achievements to past performance, or 
social – comparing them to those of others. Comparative feedback (i.e., the feedback that 
contains some type of comparison) is a motivating factor in persuasive applications that 
promote behaviour change in areas such as energy conservation or healthy lifestyle (Foster et 
al. 2010; Mankoff et al. 2010; Consolvo et al. 2006). In the following sections findings of 
previous research in comparative feedback are discussed, specifically concerning user 
acceptance and achieved targeted behaviour change. The discussion is categorised into five 
types of comparative feedback divided into three groups: explanatory comparison, temporal 
comparison (self-comparison feedback) and social comparison (consisting of normative, one-
on-one, and comparison by ranking feedback types). 
2.3.1 Explanatory Comparison (Eco-Visualisations) 
Comparison is often used for explaining energy use whose invisible character makes it 
complex for the energy consumers to perceive their consumption. Especially, it is difficult to 
relate energy consumption to the negative consequences it causes to the environment 
(Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008). One attempt to overcome this hurdle is the implementation of 
eco-visualisations which are “real time consumption statistics of key environmental resources 
for the goal of promoting ecological literacy” (Holmes 2007). They might represent energy 
usage in terms of, for instance trees needed to compensate for the generated CO2 emissions. 
While some of the eco-visualisations are artistic, animated works like “7000 oaks and 
counting” (Holmes 2007), others deliver the same information in a more pragmatic way 
through text or images, e.g., eMeter Home Energy Dashboard (TreeHugger 2010). 
2.3.2 Temporal Comparison 
The Temporal comparison theory defines temporal comparison as the act of an individual 
comparing herself at two different points in time (Albert 1977). In the field of HCI, temporal 
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comparison is most often depicted as self-comparison feedback charts over a certain period of 
time aimed at satisfying user‟s need for self-evaluation and learning. 
Previous research on self-comparison feedback found that the comparison of individual‟s 
achievements in the past with the current performance is effective in motivating action, 
especially when assuming the previous consumption levels were lower than the present 
(Becker 1978). Such information can show significant trends in behaviour (e.g., energy 
consumption or frequency of physical activities) over various periods of time which result in 
users‟ reflection about the reasons for the particular behaviour and the context in which it 
took place.  
With regard to energy conservation, Fitzpatrick et al. (Fitzpatrick/Smith 2009) documented 
that such comparison often is accompanied by playful exploration of the energy consumption 
data and increased awareness about normal usage patterns for everyday situations. Moreover, 
a focus group study in the U.K. found that there was an “overwhelming preference for simple 
comparison of historical data” (Roberts/Humphries/Hyldon 2004). However, Egan (Egan 
1999) stated that self-comparisons pose significant limitations because of their scope since 
they consider only the individual‟s behaviour and disregard its relative position among those 
of similar individuals or households. Although it can be useful to detect anomalies in one‟s 
personal energy usage patterns, it is a poor indicator of fundamental problems in the energy 
consumption (Egan 1999). 
In studies aimed at motivating physical activity, users reported that self-comparison decreases 
the mental load of tracking their historical performance and thus increase usability of the 
application and their motivation (Consolvo et al. 2006). 
2.3.3 Social Comparison 
In his seminal Theory of Social Comparison Process (Festinger 1954), Festinger hypothesises 
that in human organism there is a drive to evaluate one‟s opinions and abilities. In the absence 
of an objective, non-social means to evaluate one‟s abilities, people evaluate their abilities 
through comparison with the abilities of others (comparison targets). For instance, one can 
find out how much time it takes for him to run a particular route; however this measurement 
is not an objective evaluation of his abilities to run since it is out of context and there is no 
reference point. In this case, subjective judgements of opinions and subjectively accurate 
assessments of one‟s ability depend upon how one compares with other people (Festinger 
1954).  
Festinger states also that the tendency to compare oneself with another person decreases as 
the difference between their opinions or abilities increases. Therefore given a range of 
possible comparison candidates, one would choose the person which is similar in ability or 
opinion to his own.  
Furthermore, when comparing their own abilities with those of others, people experience a 
unidirectional drive upward, i.e. they attempt to do better and better. At the same time, the 
existence of a discrepancy in a group with respect to abilities leads to action that tries to 
reduce this discrepancy. The push to perform better and be uniform to the rest of the group 
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results in a desire to be slightly better then the others which, of course, is not possible for 
every individual and motivates competitive behaviour. 
Over the years, the Theory of Social Comparison was significantly extended and it turned out 
that social comparisons are more complex than expected. Kruglanski and Mayseless 
(Kruglanski/Mayseless 1990), who enriched the theory themselves by including findings of 
judgemental theory, also outlined other developments as follows: new domains of comparison 
have been proposed (e.g, emotions (Schachter 1959) and values (Goethals/Darley 1977)). 
Similarly, additional motives relevant to comparison processes have been enumerated, such as 
the needs for self-enhancement (Gruder 1971), validation (Goethals/Darley 1977), 
maintenance of a positive self-evaluation (Tesser/Campbell 1982), closure, and the avoidance 
of closure (Kruglanski & Mayseless, 1987). However, the fundamental principles of 
Festinger‟s theory have remained intact. 
At the beginning of the new millennium, Sulls and Wheeler summarized the developments in 
the field of social comparison in their “Handbook of Social Comparison” (Suls/Wheeler 
2000) and the following research publication “Social Comparison: Why, With Whom, and 
With What Effect” (Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002). Their comprehensive research on previous 
work led to the discovery that the individual has more active role in comparison than it was 
thought before. Among the models that have been introduced to social comparison, they paid 
attention to the Proxy Model and the Triadic Model.  
The Proxy model pertains to the question of having success at an unfamiliar task, for example 
trying to pursue graduate studies. This model suggests that the individual can perform 
similarly to a reference person (proxy) with experience (i.e. one who is already a graduate 
student) as long as their historical performance on a similar activity was identical (for instance 
they were equally successful at their undergraduate studies).  Interestingly enough, no other 
related attributes are taken into account in case the condition above is fulfilled. 
The Triadic model deals with opinion formation and differentiates between three types of 
opinions: current preferences, beliefs, and future preferences. It proposes that one‟s current 
preferences are mostly influenced by people that share similar related attributes with the 
individual. Since believes relate to verifiable facts, considerable importance is assigned to a 
similar expert – a similar and knowledgeable person. Finally, the model suggests that opinion 
questions for future preferences are mainly affected by people with whom one shares same 
preferences in the past. An illustrative example for this is the widely-used collaborative 
filtering in sites, such as Amazon.com, where users are offered books to read based on what 
people with similar reading taste are interested in. 
Suls, Martin, and Wheeler (Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002) also refer to the assimilation and 
contrast in social comparison. Assimilation is the notion which lets one possess the same 
status as the person one compares to (Lockwood/Kunda 1997) when they are psychologically 
close, have similar related attributes, or belong to a particular group. Contrast, on the other 
hand, represents the opposite to assimilation, i.e. the relevant attributes of the individual and 
the comparison target differ significantly. In this sense, assimilation is probably to occur 
when comparing to a target which shares common personal characteristics with or has similar 
experiences as oneself. For instance, when one compares to a friend a lot of shared attributes 
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are available and one‟s personal judgement is displaced toward the comparison target. On the 
contrary, when this similarity is absent, differences are more accessible and one‟s desire is to 
contrast. 
According to past research, in some cases feedback on energy usage of other people appears 
to be more effective in motivating conservation than temporal self-comparison (Jensen 1986). 
This might be the case since social comparison facilitates competition thus tapping into user‟s 
intrinsic drive for cognition and extrinsic need for social status (social recognition) 
(Weiksner/ Fogg/Liu 2008). Motivation could also be achieved by pressure through social 
sharing (Pallack/Cummings 1980) and social validation which is expressed in human‟s 
unconscious strive to comply with the actions of like-minded individuals (Cialdini 2001; 
Weiksner/Fogg/Liu 2008). In the context of energy conservation, social comparison may be 
especially effective when relevant others are chosen as comparison targets (Abrahamse et al. 
2005). 
Feedback which contains social comparison (i.e. social feedback) is influenced by various 
comparison factors determining the type of social feedback. Grevet 
(Grevet/Mankoff/Anderson 2010) documented five types of factors, which include:  
 Cardinality of the comparison (individual vs. individual, individual vs. group); 
 Group membership (in-group, group vs. group) 
 Anonymity; 
 Number of comparison dimensions; 
 Interaction type (competition or collaboration). 
For this masters thesis project, comparison target is also of considerable importance as it is 
part of the fundamental Theory of Social Comparison Process (Festinger 1954). Besides, the 
emphasis is also on cardinality of comparison and anonymity, so that three types of social 
comparative feedback can be built: normative, one-on-one, and ranking. They represent 
exclusively in-group comparisons over one comparison dimension and support, where 
possible, both competition and collaboration. 
2.3.4 Normative Comparison Feedback 
Comparing with a norm (i.e., a reference value or benchmark) is a type of social comparison 
in which an individual or a group is compared to an averaged performance (statistically) of 
similar subject, for instance neighbours‟ or classmates‟ performance. Previous research has 
not unequivocally proven its effectiveness.  
Normative messages put in hotel rooms saying “The majority of guests in this room reuse 
their towels” increased the likelihood of towel reuse by hotel guests by 33% 
(Goldstein/Cialdini/Griskevicius 2008). Such a normative comparison was successful because 
it addressed one‟s immediate circumstances, i.e., it was contextualised. Fischer (Fischer 2008) 
examined twelve studies on motivating energy conservation through normative comparison. 
None of them were able to demonstrate any effect on energy consumption. This research 
found that – while stimulating above average consumers to conserve – users whose 
consumption was below average still had room to increase their consumption (the 
“boomerang” effect). Another study done by Jensen confirmed these results (Jensen 1986). 
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This issue was addressed in a field study of Californian households conducted by Schultz 
(Schultz et al. 2007) which revealed that adding a message of social approval or disapproval 
(injunctive message) to the normative one eliminates this effect thus decreasing the overall 
energy consumption. The particular approach was employed by the company Opower that 
added injunctive messages to their electricity bills which led to average energy savings of 
2.5% in three U.S. states (Opower 2010). 
Another problem with normative comparison is to find suitable “others” who consumers 
should compare with. Two studies conducted in the U.K. (Fitzpatrick/Smith 2009; 
Roberts/Humphries/Hyldon 2004) discovered that people preferred self-comparison to 
normative comparison since they were not satisfied with their assigned group. Although this 
issue is present in countries such as the UK and Sweden (Sernhed/Pyrko/Abaravicius 2003), 
studies in Finland (Haakana/Sillanpää/Talsi 1997) and Japan (Ueno et al. 2005) showed that 
energy consumers demand normative feedback. 
2.3.5 One-on-one Comparison Feedback 
One-on-one comparison is, as the name implies, direct comparison between two individuals. 
As stated by Festinger‟s theory of social comparison process, the tendency to compare with 
someone decreases as the difference in their abilities or opinion increases (Festinger 1954). 
Since it is difficult to convince a person that the abilities of a particular unknown other are the 
similar to theirs, meaningful one-on-one comparison will very possible involve closely related 
people (e.g. friends, classmates, colleagues). So, the participants will be tempted to compare 
due to the personal contextualized nature of the comparison. Moreover, a limited comparison 
timeframe will prevent participants in a competition from getting bored or gaining an 
advantage that the opponent cannot recover from. 
So far, one-on-one comparison with closely related individuals has been extensively 
employed in applications motivating healthier lifestyle and seldom in motivating energy 
conservation. The effectiveness of this comparison type was demonstrated by a study in a 
metallurgy company where the energy consumption behaviour of two departments was 
observed (Siero et al. 1996). One of the departments had information about the performance 
of the other one during the study which resulted in higher energy savings. 
Similar results were shown by Consolvo (Consolvo et al. 2006), whose research aimed at 
motivating women to increase their physical activity by letting them track their own and 
others‟ steps. Inspired to beat their buddy‟s count of steps for the day, participants increased 
their physical activity. 
In contrast to those findings, users in two studies about motivating healthy lifestyle through 
one-on-one comparison with anonymous individuals or strangers failed to increase the 
frequency of the targeted behaviour (Gasser et al. 2006; Mokka et al. 2003).  
2.3.6 Comparison by Ranking Feedback 
Rankings usually depict competitions among individuals or groups and explicitly order them 
depending on their performance. Unlike the one-on-one comparisons, rankings are suitable 
for long-term competitions and present a viable option even when the participants are not 
closely related but still share much common context. Similar to the previous comparison type, 
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ranking as a strategy is largely unexplored when it comes to motivating energy conservation 
and past research on it provided mixed results (Chetty/ Tran/Grinter 2008). 
In a dormitory college competition at Oberlin College, Ohio, student teams competed with 
each other on reducing their energy consumption (Petersen et al. 2007). The combination of 
material incentives and team rankings motivated them to achieve an overall 32% energy 
savings.  
The competitiveness of rankings also motivated a study group of women to walk more 
(Consolvo et al. 2006) and addressed even the poor-performing ones (none of whom wanted 
to be ranked last). A similar study with teenager groups of schoolmates competing with each 
other resulted in increased collaboration within the teams which led to increased physical 
activity (Toscos et al. 2006). In contrast to these results, a comparable research project with 
the same goal setting between friends failed to show any increase in the targeted behaviour 
(Barkhuus et al. 2006). Users did enjoy the awareness of each other‟s performance but not the 
competitive element. 
Further issues of the comparison by ranking strategy can be found in the interactive game 
“Fish‟n‟Steps” whose aim was to increase the physical activity of corporate employees (Lin et 
al. 2006). The achievement of this goal was only partly fulfilled since some participants got 
unmotivated once they reached the top of the ranking and others disliked the competition as 
another source of stress and pressure.  
2.4 Persuasion in Online Social Networking Sites 
A significant property of the comparative feedback types reviewed above is the person or 
people one compares to, i.e., the comparison target. The search for relevant others for 
comparison (being friends, ex-classmates, relatives or colleagues) has been significantly eased 
by the rise of online social networking sites. They provide 3rd party application developers 
with plenty of information about the social graph of their users through an application 
programming interface (API).  
According to BJ Fogg (Fogg 2008), Facebook and its application platform have first 
combined the following six components: persuasive experience, automated structure, social 
distribution, rapid cycle, huge social graph and measured impact. Therefore, it created an 
environment for changing attitudes and behaviours on a mass scale or the so-called mass 
interpersonal persuasion. The persuasion in Facebook has been found to happen in predictable 
ways and follows “regular, observable” patterns (Weiksner/Fogg/Liu 2008) and as such is 
very exciting since those patterns can be reused. However, the implementation of the patterns 
can happen through different persuasion tactics as shown by a comparative study contrasting 
the more assertive and mechanistic persuasive design of Facebook with the subtle and indirect 
one of the Japanese online social networking site Mixi (Fogg/Iizawa 2008). 
Currently the customer base of Facebook accounts for more than 500 million users, each of 
which has on average 130 friend connections (Facebook 2010), thus represents not only a 
source of valuable relationship information but also serves as a platform for fostering social 
facilitation, social comparison, conformity and social learning (Fogg 2003). 
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Social facilitation is the drive that makes people to perform a well-learned behaviour when 
they are observed by others or when other people perform the same behaviour along with 
them. In this sense, Facebook support social facilitation through information sharing and 
display mechanisms. 
Online social networking sites also facilitate social comparison by providing a 
communication channel between friends. As stated above, social comparison increases the 
likelihood for the user to perform a targeted behaviour in case comparison targets are similar.  
In addition, people tend to change behaviour in order to match expectation from friends, 
relatives or other important people for them (a phenomenon called conformity). Online social 
networking sites and Facebook in particular create favourable conditions for peer pressure 
through public wall posts and status updates. These mechanisms provide also a means for 
social learning which contains observation of how others are performing and are being 
rewarded for their achievements, especially if those others are more experienced in the 
particular behaviour. 
In spite of the substantial theoretical background, the integration of persuasive applications 
with online social networking sites with the goal of motivating more sustainable lifestyles and 
energy conservation is in its early days. However the potential of such an approach has 
already been noticed by researchers (Froehlich 2010; Goldstein/Cialdini/Griskevicius 2008) 
and first application prototypes have appeared. 
2.4.1 Integration of Persuasive Applications and Online Social Networking Sites 
Mankoff et al. proposed that the extensibility of MySpace, Yahoo! 360 (now Yahoo! Pulse) 
and iGoogle should be used to integrate feedback about ecological footprint data (Mankoff et 
al. 2007). The mock-up they developed (Figure 5) shows a box integrated within the MySpace 
profile of a user containing information about ecological footprint and achieved savings.  
 
Figure 5: Mockup of ecological footprint feedback in integrated MySpace Source: (Mankoff et al. 2007) 
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Background colours are used to construe the impact on the environment. As data provisioning 
mechanisms, the authors envision self-reporting and employing of sensors to report about 
user‟s activities that have an impact on the environment, such as driving a car. 
In 2010, WattsUp was presented which is a functional prototype application that embodies the 
vision of integrating ecological footprint feedback (Foster et al. 2010). This application is 
developed on top of the Facebook platform and requires the user to possess an account in this 
social network in order to use the functionality of the site. WattsUp lets the user compare 
energy use in terms of kWh, CO2e and costs (Figure 6) with the consumption of one particular 
Facebook friend or an average of their friends that use the application. 
 
Figure 6: WattsUp application in Facebook Source: (Foster et al. 2010) 
Furthermore, this application employs emoticons as a primary design for conveying an 
injunctive social norm message that communicate either approval or disapproval, whereas 
smileys range from good green, through average orange to bad red. As an additional 
motivation to save energy, WattsUp ranks the participating friends based on their energy use.  
Interviews conducted with prospective users have confirmed that introducing a competitive 
element between friends who were free to opt in or out of the group might help drive a 
reduction in energy consumption. 
All participants enjoyed participating in the social comparison, whereby competitive attribute 
was mentioned by participants as being a motivating factor in reducing their energy. At the 
same time, the study participants expressed concerns about the risk of failure in front of their 
friends and some were unsure if they really wanted to compare to others. 
The usability of WattsUp was further increased by the automated data provisioning through a 
sensor attached to the electric main, thus preventing the users from self-reporting their energy 
use.  
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2.4.2 Green Social Networks 
Instead of integrating with existing social networking platforms, some persuasive 
applications, which aim at motivating energy conservation and sustainable lifestyles, create 
their own social networks. 
 
Figure 7: Pragmatic visualisation (left) and artistic visualization (right) in StepGreen.org Source: (Mankoff et al. 
2010) 
StepGreen.org is a website which invites its users to self-report important actions in their 
everyday life that contribute to lessening the negative impact on the environment (Mankoff et 
al. 2010). While the website itself is the major entry point, StepGreen.org also provides 
applets for the popular online social networking sites MySpace and Facebook which, 
however, serve simply for information display and do not involve tight integration. 
The main functionalities of StepGreen.org are suggestion for actions to the user which will 
reduce the harm on the environment, reporting the completion of these actions, ranking of the 
users and a visualisation of user‟s performance. The website provides different visualisations 
ranging for pragmatic charts for tracking savings of CO2e (Figure 7 left), through artistic 
expression as an image (Figure 7 right) to an animated polar bear visualisation aiming at 
provoking emotions in the user through depicting user‟s impact on the environment (Figure 
8). 
 
Figure 8: StepGreen.org home page presenting an artistic visualisation of user‘s impact on the environment Source: 
(Mankoff et al. 2010) 
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The outcomes of this research suggest that motivating factors such as public commitment and 
competition are effective in terms of engaging users for living in a more sustainable way 
(Mankoff et al. 2010). 
Another design prototype that considers building its own community is The Green Machine – 
a product of the user interface design company Aaron Marcus and Associates (Jean/Marcus 
2009). Designed for iPhone, it provides the user with a means to track their real-time energy 
consumption and compare it with friends within the Green Machine community. The 
visualisations of the comparisons are more pragmatic than those of StepGreen.org (Figure 9 
left)  and replicate some of the Facebook functionality, such as sending messages (Figure 9 
left) and displaying news updates (Figure 9 right), friends lists and a profile page. 
 
Figure 9: One-on-one comparison with a friend (left), news update page in The Green Machine Source: (Jean/Marcus 
2009) 
The designers of the prototype have paid special attention to giving the user an impression 
about the consequences of increased energy consumption. In contrast to the artistic polar bear 
visualisation of StepGreen.org, they have chosen a textual description of the world in year 
2200 with regard to animal species diversity, access to table water and war situation if the 
user does not change their behaviour. 
2.5 Research Gap 
The review of previous research on motivating behavioural change through comparative 
feedback has shown that while significant results can be achieved in some of the studies, in 
others this is not the case. The reason for this might lie in the fact that the comparison targets 
(norm and direct) were unsuitable, the feedback was not contextualized, or the extreme 
performers lost interest. Additionally, studies dealing with different participants delivered 
different results, supporting the notion that one design is not suitable for different users, i.e.,  
“one-size-fits-all” solutions fail to address the individual needs of each user by providing the 
same feedback to “differently motivated individuals at different stages of readiness, 
willingness and ableness to change” (He/Greenberg/Huang 2009). 
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The importance of the individual, motivation-specific approach to different users can be seen, 
for example, in the design process for people motivated with the prospect of saving money 
versus individuals concerned about the environment. When designing for the first group, one 
should take into account the fact that when the user achieves the desired energy savings that 
ultimately translate into money savings, they will probably invest the spared money into new 
appliances which will lead to an increase in the energy consumption (Jevons 1866). 
Therefore, the designer should address some intrinsic motivations like competition or the 
need for cognition in order to sustain the achieved improvement in energy consumption. On 
the other hand, users saving energy due to environmental concerns might not need such 
incentives. 
Design guidelines for energy-related comparative feedback which can help an application 
designer in a situation as the one described above still do not exist. Most of the design 
decisions made in the previous works relate to a broader set of considerations and miss to 
establish a connection between comparative feedback, user‟s internal motivation, and the 
design of the prototypes. 
Although the socialising energy-related feedback has proven to have a positive effect on 
motivating energy conservation (Foster et al. 2010), the ways in which this feedback should 
be communicated in online social networking sites is not extensively explored. While it is 
known that platforms, such as Facebook can foster motivation through social facilitation, 
social comparison, conformity and social learning, it is unclear how the techniques described 
for persuasive applications in general should be tailored to the domain of energy conservation 
and more sustainable lifestyles. Also the idea about the alignment of users‟ actions in 
Facebook towards building local “green” communities has not been employed in a working 
prototype (Dourish 2009). Furthermore, various possibilities for integration with online social 
networking sites exist – one can build an application within a Facebook or integrate it in a 
separate application which piggybacks on it. Another important question is the implication of 
the use of Facebook versus the development of a dedicated community. 
Finally, the shift towards the extensive use of mobile devices has opened new opportunities 
for mobile applications delivering real-time, energy-related feedback to the user. Whether 
they will use such applications while they are outside of home is still an open question that 
needs to be further researched, especially since more and more providers of energy metering 
and monitoring solutions begin to provide them to their customers.  
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3. Research Questions 
This master‟s thesis project addresses the research gap found in the literature review 
concerning the design of rich-contextualized, energy-related comparative feedback supported 
by the wide-spread use of mobile devices, social networking sites, and, recently, home energy 
monitors. In particular, it focuses on design for users with different motivations for energy 
saving and comparison who, in turn, have different needs and preferences. The intention of 
the thesis is also to inform about how energy-related comparative feedback should be 
communicated in Facebook and realise the persuasive potential that mobile devices provide. 
As discussed above, technical enablers for rich, real-time energy feedback, and thus enhanced 
persuasion, are already available: energy metering and monitoring solutions providing real-
time energy feedback, social networking sites enabling the socialization of domestic energy 
conservation, and, finally, possibility for “always-on” persuasion employing mobile devices. 
Although these drivers unveil interesting opportunities for rich, real-time energy feedback, a 
significant challenge for the persuasive applications which deliver it is that they contribute to 
the information flood each of us is exposed to. This problem is exacerbating with the rise of 
services, such as online social networks, micro-blogging sites, and location-based 
applications. Despite the valuable information they provide for the interested individuals, the 
unstructured manner in which it is fed to the user leads to information overload. 
The main premise of the present work is that using comparison as a simple and easily 
understandable means of conveying energy-related information will attract users and prevent 
the applications from being qualified as “yet another source of information”. In addition to the 
information flood, there are several other major hurdles which might affect the effectiveness 
and adoption of persuasive energy-related applications. These include diverse motivations of 
the energy consumers, negative and urgent image of environmentally sustainable lifestyle and 
sustaining regular activity.  
To address each of the challenges, this thesis aims at delivering design guidelines for 
persuasive applications based on comparative feedback and directed at motivating energy 
conservation at household. Deriving design guidelines for each of the five feedback types 
outlined above will help the designers of similar applications design depending on the 
motivations of the intended users. The concrete formulation of the first research question is: 
Which motivations for comparison are addressed by each of the five considered comparative 
feedback types in EnergyWiz (explanatory comparison, temporal comparison, normative 
comparison, one-on-one comparison and comparison through ranking)? (RQ1) 
Once the relation between the comparative feedback types and the addressed motivations for 
comparison is established, it is possible to formulate design guidelines for people with 
different motivations for energy conservation and comparison, and different experience in this 
activity. Therefore the second research question says: 
How should the comparative feedback types of EnergyWiz be designed, so that they appeal to 
people with different motivation for energy conservation and comparison as well as with 
different experience in this activity? (RQ2) 
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These research questions will be answered with the help of the prototype application 
EnergyWiz which is designed through a theory-driven approach whereby findings from 
previous work are taken into account. Semi-structured interviews with prospective users can 
provide the necessary qualitative information for deriving the design guidelines. 
The other focus of this research is the socialisation of energy-related feedback. While the 
climate change rhetoric has entered the public space through the mass-media, environmentally 
sustainable lifestyle and energy conservation in particular got “charged” by sense of 
negativism and urgency which originates from the emphasis on how humans are damaging 
the nature and how quickly climate is changing. Such a perspective, however, leads to 
repellence and one approach to counteract it is through making energy conservation engaging 
by sharing it with others and employing game dynamics in the conservation process. As 
already discussed, social networking sites provide a platform for implementing those concepts 
in a real application but their integration requires adequate communication strategies. More 
specifically, this research interested in: 
What opportunities and challenges do online social networks pose to the socialisation of 
energy-related comparative feedback and how can social comparison be communicated most 
effectively through social networking sites, such as Facebook to motivate energy conservation 
and engender friendly discussion about energy conservation? (RQ3) 
Semi-structured interviews with prospective users will help in designing the communication 
scenarios which, in the future, will extend the functionality of the prototype adding better 
integration to the social networking site Facebook. Along with these interviews, discussion 
within an expert focus group will contribute to defining the challenges and the promising 
opportunities that online social networking sites provide for persuasion. 
Finally, the usage of mobile devices as energy monitors that always accompany the user 
provides the chance to continuously expose the user to energy-related feedback. In contrast to 
this rather obvious advantage, some technology concerns, such as battery drainage, may limit 
the reach and the quality of the provided information. Furthermore, it is still unclear how 
user‟s location influences the engagement with energy-related data. By asking 
What new opportunities and challenges does the increased mobility (through use of mobile 
devices as energy monitors) offer in comparison to static energy monitors and how should 
design support this mobility? (RQ4) 
the last research question will deliver information about where users tend to use the 
application prototype and what new use cases of energy-related data evolve around the 
concept of mobile energy monitors. The answer to this question will be exclusively formed 
based on user interviews and critical reflection about design incentives which meet the use-
case specific requirements. Additionally, a focus group discussion held with a team of experts 
in mobile applications and online social networking sites will seek to define what technical 
issues related to the increased mobility should be considered. They will also provide valuable 
information about how can the capabilities of mobile devices can best be used to engage the 
users and assist in persuading them to conserve energy.  
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In summary, the findings of this research will lay the foundation for designing for users with 
different motivations for energy saving and comparison, and experience in it. They will also 
outline significant opportunities and challenges in the integration of mobile energy 
monitoring applications with Facebook. 
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4. Methodology 
In order to carry out the research process framed by the research questions posed above, a 
three-step approach was applied that consisted of designing the mobile application 
EnergyWiz, conducting semi-structured interviews with prospective application users and an 
expert focus group discussion. 
The first part of this chapter will briefly present the theory-driven approach used in the design 
process of EnergyWiz, whereas a more detailed description of it follows in Chapter 5. 
Section 4.2 discusses the interviews with prospective users and includes an overview of the 
recruiting process, demographics information and the process of conducting the semi-
structured interviews as well as the structure of the outcomes. 
Thereafter, in a similar manner, the focus group discussion stage will be described with 
experts from the IT industry specialised in mobile and social applications. 
Finally, the methodology will be presented which was employed to deduce knowledge related 
to the research questions from the qualitative data gathered from the semi-structured user 
interviews and the focus group discussions with experts in the field. 
4.1 Theory-Driven Design 
The first step of the research process was to develop the mobile application EnergyWiz that 
facilitated the individual interviews with prospective users and the focus group discussion 
with the experts. The development process heavily relied on the theoretical foundations in 
behavioural, environmental and social psychology. Moreover, findings from the significant 
amount of previous research in the field of comparative feedback (reviewed in Chapter 2) 
served as an inspiration for the design of the prototype. Incorporating well-established 
theoretical knowledge and related research findings, allowed to build an application 
corresponding to the best practices, or commonly said “do the basics right” and to let the 
interviewees concentrate on the motivation-specific part of the design. This development 
process approach is known as theory-driven design (Card 1989). 
Theory-driven design research paradigm, as it was called in the visionary work of Stuart K. 
Card (Card 1989), contradicts the notion that breakthroughs in user interface design are 
merely a product of designers‟ intuition, loose empirical observations and rapid prototyping 
(Herot 1987).   
To illustrate this design paradigm, Card provides the example of the Xerox TypeRight system 
which was able to store text more than twice as compressed as any in other system of its time. 
This system is an example of a paradigm for using science to advance systems technology and 
combines (Card 1989): 
1. A well-defined problem 
2. A theory that gives insight into the problem 
3. An artefact that embeds the theory in the service of the problem, and 
4. A reuse of the theory or technology for solving other problems. 
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Figure 10: EnergyWiz features and their design elements 
In this research, theory-driven design is employed in order to leverage the vast knowledge in 
the field of comparative feedback (see Chapter 2) and apply it to the field of energy 
conservation. EnergyWiz consist of 5 main features – Live Data, History, Neighbours, 
Challenge and Ranking, each of which contains one or more design elements (Figure 10). All 
design elements were designed through a theory-driven approach. They are subject to 
motivation-specific design and as such will represent the entities on which the design 
guidelines will be based. 
A detailed description of the design process and the design elements of EnergyWiz will be 
presented in the next Chapter 5. 
4.2 User Interviews 
Following the development activities, we organised personal, semi-structured interviews with 
prospective EnergyWiz users. Their goal was to gather qualitative feedback about each of the 
comparative feedback features of the application which would contribute to the derivation of 
motivation-specific design guidelines for comparative feedback as well as inform about how 
energy-related comparative feedback should be communicated in Facebook and on mobile 
devices.  
A semi-structured interview is a research method, in which a limited set of questions is 
discussed with a target group of interviewees whereas the nature of the interview is flexible 
and the interviewer can ask the questions in different ways depending on the different 
interview participants (Lindlof/Taylor 2002). 
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In the conducted semi-structured individual interviews, 17 prospective users took part. 14 of 
them were male and 15 of them between 25 and 34 years old, while the other two being 
slightly younger, correspondingly slightly older. The majority – 14 were full-time employees 
and the rest full-time university students. The demographics data for each of the interviewees 
is summarised in Table 1.  
The majority of the participants - 10 were recruited though a mailing list at the Technical 
University in Munich, while the rest of them responded positively to a personal invitation at a 
start-up company in the Munich area. The interviews of the two groups took one whole day 
each and were conducted in dedicated areas at the university, correspondingly at the office of 
the company. 
User Id Age Group Gender 
Residence Type and 
Situation 
Household Size 
User1 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User2 25-34 Male Flat, renting 1 
User3 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User4 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User5 25-34 Male Flat, renting 3 
User6 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User7 25-34 Male Flat, renting 3 
User8 25-34 Male Flat, renting 3 
User9 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User10 25-34 Male Flat, renting 1 
User11 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User12 25-34 Male Flat, renting 4+ 
User13 25-34 Male Flat, renting 2 
User14 25-34 Female Flat, renting 2 
User15 18-24 Female House, renting 4+ 
User16 35-44 Female Flat, owning 2 
User17 25-34 Male Flat, renting 1 
Table 1: Demographic information about the interviewees 
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The interview process was three-fold: First, the participants filled in a web form that required 
from them to enter demographic information about them, such as that from Table 1. 
Additionally, they were supposed to indicate their experience in energy saving, activity in 
online social networking sites and motivations to save energy and compare. 
Thereafter, an application walkthrough was conducted with each participant by giving them 
meaningful tasks in the form of scenarios (see Attachment 1 for a script of the walkthrough 
instructions). The interaction was recorded with a camera and used to test EnergyWiz for 
usability and search for improvement potentials of the user interface. The walkthrough also 
served as an introduction to application through which the interviewees got an insight into the 
main features. 
Right after the walkthrough, the individual, semi-structured interviews took place. One of the 
primary purposes was to gather more detailed information about participant‟s motivation to 
save energy and to compare. Along with this, the process focused on extending interviewee‟s 
information from the web form by asking for concrete energy conservation practices and 
individual usage patterns in Facebook. These four characteristics of each user were chosen on 
purpose because there were implications of their significance. 
Due to the fact that comparison is inherently available in all of the feedback types of 
EnergyWiz, we assumed that user‟s motivation for comparison will be one of the factors that 
will have significant influence on the preferred feedback design. Research in previous works 
in the field of social comparison theory led us to the following list of possible motivations for 
comparison: 
 Evaluating abilities  (Festinger 1954) (Benchmark) 
 Self-enhancement  (Festinger 1954; Gruder 1971) and Maintaining positive self-
evaluation (Tesser/Campbell 1982) (Learning and Improving) 
 Competition / Need for cognition (Chen 2010; Fogg 2008) 
 Curiosity (Litman/Pezzo 2007) 
 Social validation (Goethals/Darley 1977) (Doing what similar people do) 
 Recognition/ Appraisal from others (Robinson-Whelen/Kiecolt-Glaser 1997) 
 
Another key determinant of the preferred feedback design was expected to be the motivation 
to conserve energy. The models of pro-environmental behaviour established in environmental 
psychology propose that people undertake pro-environmental actions because of personal 
benefits, pro-social intentions or both (Froehlich 2010). We used a concrete motivations list 
based on the models which resulted from a representative study among energy consumers 
(Leiserowitz/Maibach/Roser-Renouf 2008) and included the following motivations:  
 someone asked me to,  
 people I care about are doing it,  
 other people approve when I do it,  
 it makes me feel good about myself,  
 it is the moral thing to do,  
 it helps reduce global warming,  
 it saves me money. 
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Additionally, other personal characteristics which, in our opinion, also have significant 
influence on energy saving through EnergyWiz are presence in online social networking sites 
and previous experience in energy conservation of which we defined the following states:  
 experienced 
 inexperienced 
 no experience 
Once a detailed picture of these characteristics was available, we proceeded with a systematic 
review of each comparative feedback type where participant‟s role was to think about which 
motivation for comparison relates to each type of comparative feedback (Figure 11). This was 
the first step towards the derivation of motivation-specific guidelines since it provided a 
matching between user‟s motivation for comparison and the comparative feedback types in 
EnergyWiz.  
 
Figure 11: Matching motivations for comparison and comparative feedback types 
In the second step, the participants in the interviews commented on each design element and 
their properties. While some of the design elements had their own specific properties, those 
which contained one of the three social comparative feedback types possessed properties 
common to all of them: 
 comparison target 
 measurement units and their abstraction 
 time span of the comparison 
 level of anonymity 
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After these information pieces were available, motivation-specific design guidelines were 
constructed based on the visible relationship patterns between the personal characteristics of 
the users (motivations for comparison and energy saving, experience in energy saving and 
usage of Facebook) and the feedback they provided about the particular design elements 
(Figure 12). 
 
Figure 12: Derivation of design guidelines for a specific design element 
Apart from forming motivation-specific design guidelines for comparative feedback, the 
qualitative data provided by the interviewees also gave an insight into how to communicate 
energy-related comparative feedback in Facebook and what use cases should be supported 
with the increased mobility of the energy usage information. 
A list of the questionnaire used during the interviews can be found in Attachment 1; it should 
be taken into account, however, that because of the semi-structured character of the interview 
the sequence and the wording of the questions was changed according to the motivations and 
preferences of the particular user.     
4.3 Experts Focus Group 
Although the individual interviews with prospective users provided plenty of advices on how 
to tailor the functionality and the user interface of EnergyWiz to their personal preferences, 
there still existed the need of expert opinion. Experts in the field of mobile, social applications 
could have brought up issues and suggest best practices relevant for the external and the 
internal look of the application, such that the prospective users are not able to notice at first 
sight during their interaction with EnergyWiz. This line of thought motivated the organisation 
of an expert focus group with professionals who have extensive expertise and considerable 
experience in the field of developing commercial mobile applications and integrating them 
with online social networking sites.  
Focus groups are interactive group discussions in which the participants communicate their 
opinion about a particular product, service or a concept (Henderson 2009). Focus group is a 
qualitative research method which facilitates participatory design – “a set of theories, 
practices, analyses and actions with the goal of working directly with users (and other 
stakeholders) in the design of social systems” (Muller/Kuhn 1993). In expert focus groups, in 
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contrast to the common focus groups, the participants do not present their own preferences 
but moreover their professional expertise, beliefs and opinions. 
In the expert focus group discussions about EnergyWiz, 7 professionals with extensive 
experience in mobile and social applications were invited to discuss the application. All of 
them were young males, below 40, holding university degrees in computer science or media 
computer science. Due to the interactivity of the discussion, no script was used but the 
following topics were covered: feature set of the application and functionality of the design 
elements, communication scenarios of energy-related comparative feedback in Facebook, 
possible use cases enabled by the mobility of the application, major technology-driven 
challenges. The knowledge gathered during the focus group discussions contributed to the 
adoption of best practice design decisions into the outcomes of this research.  
4.4 Research Results 
By using the methodological approaches presented in the previous sections, research 
outcomes related to each research question could be achieved. 
The first research question: 
Which motivations for comparison are addressed by each of the five considered comparative 
feedback types in EnergyWiz (explanatory comparison, temporal comparison, normative 
comparison, one-on-one comparison and comparison through ranking)? 
was addressed by the web form filled in by the interview participants and the semi-structured 
user interviews. The particular matching between the motivations of the prospective user to 
compare and the motivations addressed by each comparative feedback type gave first 
indications on motivation-specific design guidelines. They were the subject of the second 
research question: 
How should the comparative feedback types of EnergyWiz be designed, so that they appeal to 
people with different motivation for energy conservation and comparison as well as with 
different experience in this activity? 
Achieving tangible results on this question required a systematic application walkthrough and 
extensive comments from the side of the interviewees on each design element. The recurring 
patterns of personal characteristics (motivations to compare, motivations to save energy, 
experience in energy saving and usage of Facebook) and design preferences led to the 
derivation of motivation-specific design guidelines. 
Research question 3: 
What opportunities and challenges do online social networks pose to the socialisation of 
energy-related comparative feedback and how can social comparison be communicated most 
effectively through social networking sites, such as Facebook to motivate energy conservation 
and engender friendly discussion about energy conservation? 
was partly addressed by the semi-structured user interviews where the interviewees gave 
feedback on the social functionality of EnergyWiz. The expert group discussion contributed to 
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more holistic communication scenarios and ideas for future development in the socialisation 
of energy-related comparative feedback in EnergyWiz. 
Finally, finding use cases for increased mobility of this feedback, posed in the question 
What new opportunities and challenges does the increased mobility (through use of mobile 
devices as energy monitors) offer in comparison to static energy monitors and how should 
design support this mobility? 
was possible through the communication with the users that shared their intentions to use the 
applications. The experts, on the other hand, provided valuable information about technical 
and usability issues concerned with the concept of mobile energy monitors.  
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5. EnergyWiz Application 
This chapter discusses the mobile application EnergyWiz. As its design is systematically built 
on theories in psychology and previous works in the field of persuasive technology, 
EnergyWiz differs from other similar prototypes and thus represents one of the tangible 
contributions of this research project to the field. Furthermore, it serves as an enabler for the 
research process whose outcomes are the design guidelines outlined in the research questions 
from Chapter 3.  
In the following three sections, three aspects of the application will be thoroughly described: 
the design process and design itself of EnergyWiz, the application architecture and the 
employed technologies, and the development process. 
The design of EnergyWiz is presented in Section 5.1 and contains both an explanation of the 
design process based on the theory-driven design approach and the final design which was 
used in the semi-structured user interviews and in the focus group discussions with the 
experts. This section first summarises the requirements on the user interface design inferred 
from the literature review and then presents the design of each of the main features: Live 
Data, History, Neighbours, Challenge and Ranking. Each of the sections describing the main 
features of EnergyWiz, in turn, consists of an illustration of the design elements that were 
built through the theory-driven design approach. 
Section 5.2 focuses on the technology through which the application was developed. In the 
beginning, it looks at the distributed application architecture of EnergyWiz and the relevant 
technology requirements that were posed by the particular technologies used. Thereafter, each 
of the components that constitute the application is considered in the following order: 
EnergyWiz Desktop, EnergyWiz Server, and EnergyWiz Mobile. 
Last in this chapter the development process of the application is described involving the 
different stages of implementation. The employed iterative approach led to two different user 
interface designs, the last of which was used in the research process. 
5.1 Application Design 
The design of EnergyWiz, as already explained, evolved through a theory-driven design 
process which leveraged the considerable amount of knowledge from different psychology 
disciplines concerning comparative feedback. 
With the help of this knowledge, it was possible to elicit requirements for a persuasive 
application like EnergyWiz whose goal is to motivate energy-saving behaviour at home. Both 
functional, i.e. those directly determining the features, and non-functional requirements were 
derived based on theories from psychology or were inspired by them. 
Requirement 
Name 
Requirement Description Sources 
Social 
Comparison 
EnergyWiz should offer a mechanism for 
comparison 
(Festinger 1954) 
Comparable EnergyWiz should provide comparison targets (Festinger 1954)  
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Targets which are similar to the consumption pattern of the 
user 
Relevant Groups 
EnergyWiz should allow the user to compare with 
relevant, like-minded groups of people who share 
similar attitudes, habits and beliefs with the user 
(Suls/Martin/Wheeler 
2002) 
Competition 
EnergyWiz should promote competition between its 
users 
(Chen 2010; Fogg 2008; 
Suls/Martin/Wheeler 
2002) 
Communication 
Channels 
EnergyWiz should provide a communication 
channel between the comparing parties 
(Suls/Wheeler 2000) 
Temporal 
Comparison 
EnergyWiz should include in its functionality 
comparison of user‟s performance over time 
(Albert 1977) 
Tools for 
Learning 
EnergyWiz should offer tools for explaining energy 
use and learning about own consumption habits to 
the user 
(Festinger 1954; Gruder 
1971; Tesser/Campbell 
1982) 
Configurability 
EnergyWiz should be configurable depending on 
the personal preferences and needs of the particular 
user 
(He/Greenberg/Huang 
2009) 
Table 2: Functional requirements for the application design 
The general character of the requirements was embodied in concrete 5 main features that 
constitute the application. They include Live Data, History, Neighbours, Challenge and 
Ranking. The features, in turn, contain different design elements that are subject to 
motivation-specific design and as such will represent the entities on which the design 
guidelines will be based.  
5.1.1 Requirements 
Requirements in software engineering can be functional and non-functional. Functional 
requirements “describe the interactions between the system and its environment 
independently from the implementation”. Non-functional requirements, on the other hand, 
deal with aspects that are not directly related to the functional behaviour, such as response 
time and various performance metrics (Bruegge/Dutoit 2009). Therefore, the requirements 
elicited with regard to design are functional and are summarised in Table 2 (each row contains 
the name of the requirement, its description and a list of sources from which it was elicited). 
The non-functional relate to technology and are discussed in Section 5.2.1. 
The functional requirements for the EnergyWiz application were elicited based on solid 
theoretical frameworks, namely the social comparison theory and the temporal comparison 
theory.  
The first statement of social comparison theory constitutes that people tend to evaluate their 
opinions and abilities (Festinger 1954). The theory goes further by stating that in case there is 
not an objective and unequivocal means to evaluate their abilities, people compare with other 
individuals to gain an insight on how adequate their opinion or abilities are. These 
fundamental considerations provide us with an approach to approach the problem of energy 
conservation at home. The process of becoming energy-efficient does not provide the home-
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owner with an objective means to evaluate performance because the energy consumption 
heavily depends on residence type, household size, lifestyle, insulation measurements, etc. 
Precisely because of this uniqueness of the various factors, people would be probably 
interested to compare to other people‟s energy consumption and thus get a reference value for 
their own performance. Therefore, the basic premise of EnergyWiz is to give the users the 
opportunity to compare with other individuals in different ways to satisfy the internal drive 
for ability assessment. 
In attempt to put the comparison in concrete terms, the social comparison theory elaborates 
that tendency to compare with others decreases as the difference in the relevant attributes 
increases. This means that when an EnergyWiz user compares with others, these should have 
similar characteristics which determine the energy consumption, such as household size, 
consumption patterns and lifestyle. A natural choice of such comparison targets will be people 
who the user has access to (for instance friends and neighbours). When the user is acquainted 
with their relevant attributes, she could, for example, reflect on comparison in the following 
way: “I should compare my energy consumption with that of my cousin Joe. Our both 
families have one child each and all of us work every weekday but prefer to stay at home on 
the weekends” or “Our neighbourhood is inhabited by almost exclusively young families 
without children like ours. I am interested in how I rank among my neighbours”. In contrast to 
this “verifiable” type of comparison, the user might also be interested in being provided with 
information about other application users which are similar to one‟s consumption pattern and 
possess similar relevant attributes. EnergyWiz should provide suitable comparison targets 
which possess similar characteristics that are relevant for the energy consumption. 
In addition, comparing to people with whom one is psychologically close (for instance, 
friends and relatives) or belongs to the same group (for instance, neighbours, colleagues, etc.) 
leads to assimilation (Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002). The assimilation causes that comparison 
target looks more similar that it objectively is. Therefore, even if one‟s performance deviates 
from that of friends or neighbours, one will be tempted to think the difference is not 
considerable which will make the comparison groups in EnergyWiz look homogenous in the 
eyes of the users and they will try to stick with the progress of this group. EnergyWiz should 
satisfy users’ need to evaluate themselves with like-minded people from groups they belong to 
thus making energy saving a social activity. 
Finally, the theory hypothesises that when comparing abilities with others, there is a drive to 
perform better and better. Along with this phenomenon, people also experience the need to be 
uniform with the group performance in order to prevent discrepancy within the group (Chen 
2010; Fogg 2008; Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002). When these both trends occur at the same time, 
each competitor tries to be a little better than the rest which results in competitive behaviour. 
In the context of energy conservation, it can be expected that if people would like to compare 
their energy consumption to a group (provided all the conditions above are fulfilled – 
homogenous groups of close people in a psychological sense), then they will decrease their 
energy consumption steadily until a certain limit is reached. In the end, reduction in energy 
consumption for all group members is expected to be achieved. EnergyWiz should emphasise 
on the competitive element of comparison. 
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A derivative of the social comparison theory is the Triadic model (Suls/Wheeler 2000), which 
constitutes that people close to oneself have more influence on one‟s opinion than the rest. 
Elaborating on this, it would make sense to enable EnergyWiz users to communicate with 
each other visibly across online social networks, so that they can influence their peers. 
EnergyWiz should provide a communication channel between the comparing parties and 
where suitable make the exchanged information available to like-minded individuals that are 
related to either of the parties. 
People are not only interested in social comparison but also in comparing their own 
performance over time according to the temporal comparison theory (Albert 1977). This 
comparison might shed light on personal usage patterns and serve as a motivation to decrease 
the amount of consumed energy. EnergyWiz should let its users compare their own energy 
use over different time periods in order to promote reflection about it and motivate more 
energy-efficient behaviour. 
Temporal comparison is only one tool for assisting the user to understand her energy 
consumption. In addition to recognizing their own consumption patterns, users are also 
willing to learn more about their impact on the environment and receive advice on how to 
change their behavior so that they curb the use of energy (Festinger 1954; Gruder 1971; 
Tesser/Campbell 1982). EnergyWiz should provide tools that support understanding energy 
consumption and its impact on the environment, and give the users the opportunity to learn 
how to reduce their energy use. 
Finally, He et al. state that different people have different preferences, needs and experience 
in energy saving i.e., one-size design does not fit all (He/Greenberg/Huang 2009). 
Consequently they must be motivated by different comparison types. So, in order to address 
the preferences and needs of the variety of energy consumers, an application should provide 
comparative feedback types tailored to the specific user. This approach, however, requires a 
certain extent of configurability, meaning a set of options which are set initially by the user 
and determine the visual appearance of the user interface and the functional features. 
EnergyWiz should be configurable to the individual preferences and needs of the particular 
user and thus be attractive for users with different motivations, preferences, needs and 
experience. 
Configurability according to one‟s personal preferences is essential for a commercial solution 
but it was decided to leave all feedback types for all the users visible at every moment 
because of the idea to explore how the study participants use the application and let them 
provide feedback about each of the design elements.  
Having reflected on the basic functionality of EnergyWiz in the context of the social 
comparison theory, its extensions and the temporal comparison theory, the functional 
requirements to the application were determined: 
 EnergyWiz should let the user compare to other people 
 EnergyWiz should provide the user with a means to review their historical 
performance (temporal comparison) 
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 EnergyWiz should offer tools for explaining energy use and its impact on the 
environment and along with this to provide a means for learning how to curb energy 
consumption 
 The comparison targets provided by EnergyWiz should be comparable in terms of 
factors that influence energy consumption in a domestic setting 
 Other comparison targets should be relevant groups of like-minded people which the 
user belongs to, such as relatives, friends, colleagues, classmates, etc. 
 EnergyWiz should foster competition among its users 
 EnergyWiz should secure a communication channel between the competing parties  
5.1.2 Main Features and Design Elements 
The identified functional requirements to the application were embodied in five main features 
of EnergyWiz, each of which corresponds to the five comparative feedback types considered 
in the literature review in Chapter 2. The main goal during the design process was to motivate 
energy conservation at home by addressing issues found in previous research and overcome 
those functional shortages. Among the user benefits that were to be emphasised through 
comparison are: providing realistic benchmark for energy consumption, integrating energy 
consumption information in a social context, explaining energy use by non-social comparison, 
making energy-related feedback mobile. So, the whole application functionality is constituted 
by the following five main features: 
 Live Data (explanatory comparison) 
 History (temporal comparison) 
 Neighbours (normative comparison) 
 Challenge (one-on-one comparison) 
 Ranking (comparison by ranking) 
Their combination in one application allowed to be examined which motivations were 
addressed by each feedback type and, with the help of the prospective users, to derive design 
guidelines which will maximise the benefit they deliver.  
These features are represented by separate screens in the user interface of the EnergyWiz 
application, whereby all of them contain one or more design elements. The design elements, 
as already noted, are subject to motivation-specific design and as such represent the entities 
on which the design guidelines will be based. They were designed based on a theory-driven 
approach where all design decisions were made exclusively using the fundamental theories of 
social comparison and pro-environmental behaviour as well as findings from previous 
research in the field. 
While some design elements correspond to comparative feedback types (and thus to main 
features), others fulfil just supporting functions for the rest of the design elements. In Table 3, 
a complete list of the design elements of EnergyWiz is presented. Each row contains, in 
addition to the design element name and its description, also the main feature in which the 
design element is contained and the sources from which its design was derived or inspired by. 
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Design Element 
Name 
Description 
Containing 
Main Feature 
Source 
Current 
Consumption 
Panel 
a panel presenting the 
objective, raw amount of 
energy consumed during the 
last minute 
Live Data 
(Yun 2009; Fitzpatrick/Smith 
2009; Chetty/Tran/Grinter 
2008) 
Efficiency Scale 
a scale which displays the 
level of efficiency of the 
current energy use and helps 
to interpret the raw 
consumption numbers 
Live Data (Wood/Newborough 2007) 
Explanatory 
Comparison 
a “tangible” representation 
of the consumed energy 
amount that connects to the 
material impacts of the 
consumption 
Live Data 
(Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008; 
Chetty/Tran/Grinter 2008) 
Measurement 
Unit Selector 
a mechanism to switch 
between different units of 
energy consumption – kWh, 
kg of CO2e and money 
Live Data 
(Wood/Newborough 2007; 
Froehlich 2010; 
Bamberg/Möser 2007) 
Temporal 
Comparison 
self-comparison of user‟s 
performance over a certain 
period of time 
History 
(Albert 1977; 
Roberts/Humphries/Hyldon 
2004; He/Greenberg/Huang 
2009) 
Normative 
Comparison 
comparison with relevant 
and similar others whose 
performance is statistically 
averaged of the respective 
group 
Neighbours 
(Goldstein/Cialdini/Griskevicius 
2008; Schultz et al. 2007; 
Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002) 
One-on-one 
Comparison 
Individual vs. individual 
social comparison over 
Facebook with “real” and 
known people  
Challenge 
(Foster et al. 2010; 
Ek/Söderholm 2010; 
Abrahamse et al. 2005) 
Challenge 
Sharing 
Sharing of the current 
challenge score through 
public posts on user‟ 
Facebook wall 
Challenge 
(Pallak/Cummings 1976; 
Weiksner/Fogg/Liu 2008; 
Cialdini 2001) 
Ranking A ranking of similar 
Ranking (Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008) 
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Comparison EnergyWiz users over 
Facebook based on the 
energy consumption of the 
users 
Ranking Sharing 
Sharing of the current 
ranking of EnergyWiz users 
through public posts on the 
application wall in Facebook 
Ranking 
(Pallak/Cummings 1976; 
Weiksner/Fogg/Liu 2008; 
Cialdini 2001) 
Table 3: Design Elements in EnergyWiz 
In the following sections, the main features of EnergyWiz will be illustrated while the primary 
focus will be on the design of the above enlisted design elements.  
5.1.3 Application Deck and Main Menu 
Similar to all other Android applications, the icon of EnergyWiz is positioned on the Android 
application deck (Figure 13). Right after starting the application for the first time from the 
application deck, a log in form appears that invites the user to indicate whether she is already 
a registered user and type in the login credentials (Figure 14). This screen is introduced due to 
privacy concerns and as in many other applications ensures that the user has the authority to 
access the energy data.   
 
Figure 13: Application Deck 
It is to note that in this prototypical implementation, the possibility to log out does not exist 
which means that the user should uninstall the EnergyWiz application in order to have the 
opportunity to log in again. When in the future such feature is added, a preselected check box 
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in the login screen will assume that the user would like to keep oneself logged in, thus 
avoiding entering one‟s credentials on each application start. 
On the other hand, it is possible to log in concurrently on more than one device with the same 
user credentials and thus allow users who possess more than one device to stay informed 
about their energy consumption in different circumstances, for instance while at work using 
their business mobile device and at home running EnergyWiz on their private smart phone. 
In case the user tries to log in with invalid credentials, i.e., non-existing username or wrong 
password to an existing username, then a message describing the erroneous behaviour appears 
and she gets redirected back to the login screen. 
 
Figure 14: EnergyWiz login screen 
Once the authorization process finishes successfully, the main application menu is displayed 
(Figure 15).  
It serves as a central entry point for the main application features Live Data, History, 
Neighbours, Challenge, Ranking and Settings. Other possible designs, such as tabs or a list of 
options were neglected in favour of the particular visualisation that employs large icons and 
explanations below them. The reason for this choice was that the latter way of presentation 
provided both visual and descriptive information which contributed to better orientation in the 
application for inexperienced users. In the following sections 5.1.4 to 5.1.8, the design of the 
main features realised through the theory-driven design process is described. 
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Figure 15: EnergyWiz main menu 
5.1.4 Live Data Feature 
The Live data feature presents the current energy consumption in the household (Figure 16). 
It was included in the application because in previous studies, participants have shown 
interest in real-time consumption data (Darby 2006; Chetty/Tran/Grinter 2008; 
Fitzpatrick/Smith 2009). Moreover, in another study, providing real-time data turned out to 
reduce the energy consumption by almost 13% (Dobson/Griffin 1992).  
Live Data feature contains four design elements which are the current consumption panel, the 
efficiency scale, the explanatory comparison and the measurement unit selector. 
The current consumption panel expresses the objective, raw amount of energy consumed 
during the last minute which was included in the design because previous research found that 
it engages inexperienced users in playful exploration (Yun 2009; Fitzpatrick/Smith 2009). 
Right at the centre of the design element is situated a number quantifying the energy 
consumption. An icon on the left side of the quantitative information visualises the selected 
measurement unit in which the consumed energy is expressed, while a text on the right-hand 
side indicates how actual the information is.  
Another element of the live data feature is the scale which displays the level of efficiency of 
the current energy use inspired by the need to interpret the raw consumption numbers 
(Wood/Newborough 2007). This need is constituted by the fact that most people can only 
make sense of the cost but not of consumption in kilowatt-hours or greenhouse gas emissions 
in kilograms of CO2e. In particular, users are missing a reference value for comparison 
(benchmark) which could unequivocally state how efficient they are. To address this problem, 
the application shows a scale consisting of 5 levels of efficiency in energy consumption 
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ranging from “Inefficient” to “Efficient”. Depicted by the number of leafs, energy efficiency 
level meets the user needs created by the missing reference values. 
 
Figure 16: Live Data feature 
A complimentary design element to the efficiency scale is the explanatory comparison which 
provided a “tangible” representation of the consumed energy amount (i.e., number of trees 
needed to compensate the generated CO2e emissions) thus connecting consumption to its 
material impacts (Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008; Chetty/Tran/Grinter 2008). Other illustrative 
examples which would make consumed energy visible can be light bulbs representing kWh, 
piles of coins depicting the money spent, sacks of coal or number of cars showing a metaphor 
for CO2e. In EnergyWiz, number of laptops, trees and the accumulated costs for energy are 
employed in the explanatory comparison. 
When the current consumption is displayed in terms of kWh, the explanatory comparison 
expresses it as the number of laptops that are consuming the same amount of energy. While 
laptops are relatively straightforward to imagine and are considered as powerful devices 
boosting productivity, they are relatively energy efficient. Thus even average efficient energy 
consumption results in a considerable number of laptops using the same amount of energy. 
This fact is expected to provoke a surprise and influence users to consume less.  
Another abstract measurement unit for many consumers is the impact of energy consumption 
on environment; that is the greenhouse gas emissions in grams or kilograms. Besides the 
difficulties in imagining how much gas can weight, one should be able to relate the energy 
consumption to greenhouse gas emissions. To make things even more complex, the exhausted 
mix of greenhouse gases during the energy generation should be translated into an unified 
representation unit, Carbon Dioxide Equivalent (CO2e) (Gohar/Shine 2007). In order to 
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overcome the complex interpretation of CO2e measurement unit, which is for most people 
meaningless, greenhouse gas emissions are illustrated as trees necessary to absorb the 
exhausted amount of equivalent gas.  
The cost related to the consumed energy is a more tangible expression of it because of the 
materialistic character of money. However sometimes it appears hard to relate the seemingly 
negligible cost of less than a cent per minute to the added up total spending per year. 
EnergyWiz addresses this necessity as it provides the projected annual energy bill assuming 
the consumer continues to use energy at the same rate.  
The last design element in Live Data is, as already implied, the measurement unit selector 
whose three buttons allow the user to switch between the presented units – kWh, kg of CO2e 
and money. Wood et al. note that “the units of display can have a powerful influence on the 
consumer as they effectively dictate the comprehension” (Wood/Newborough 2007). From a 
theoretical point of view, different information presentation is associated with different 
models of pro-environmental behaviour (Froehlich 2010) and with experience level in energy 
conservation. How one perceives the environment determines to a greater extent how one 
understands the energy efficiency challenge. Some conceive decreasing the monthly energy 
bill as their primary goal, while others perceive as more important exhausting less 
greenhouses gasses by reduction of their energy consumption. In this example, the former 
would probably like to see their current consumption expressed in the local currency, in 
contrast to the latter who might prefer the CO2 metric (Froehlich 2010). For this reason, the 
live data feature of the application includes representation with both units as well as with 
watts (which represent the total demand at a particular point of time, i.e., watt-hours). The 
switching between the different units can be executed through the buttons placed at the 
bottom of the screen, each of which graphically depicts the corresponding unit. 
5.1.5 History Feature 
Self-comparison feedback is integrated into the mobile application in the “History” section 
where users are able to compare their energy consumption over time on an hourly, daily, and 
weekly basis (Figure 17). First Albert (Albert 1977) proposed in his temporal comparison 
theory that there is a human drive to evaluate oneself through self-comparison over the time.  
Besides gaining awareness, this feedback invites the user to explore consumption trends in a 
playful manner and gain competence over time, thus intrinsically motivating behaviour 
change by provoking curiosity and competence gain (He/Greenberg/Huang 2009). Due to 
these facts, focus group discussions have shown that people prefer simple comparison of 
historical data over social comparison (Roberts/Humphries/Hyldon 2004). 
In order to reflect users‟ need for straightforward historical view of the energy consumption, 
the progress of user‟s energy usage is illustrated through plain bar charts, graphing 
consumption over time (Figure 17). Hereby an essential functionality is the provision of 
information at various detail levels: hourly, daily, weekly, monthly charts. The different levels 
of detail will reveal to the user her various consumption patterns over different time spans. 
For instance, the hourly view can involve the user in a playful exploration of how much 
energy different appliances use, similar to the Live Data feature. 
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Figure 17: History feature 
In contrast, the daily view enables the user to trace how her daily routines affect energy 
consumption at home (for example, there can be a sharp increase at 5 p.m. because at this 
time she got back home and turned on the air conditioner). The weekly metric, on the other 
hand, aids to infer more general lifestyle patterns such as habits during the weekend or after 
work and reveal consumption change depending on the weather. Monthly charts also provide 
a new perspective on consumption patterns – that of holidays, retrofitting of the residence or 
the purchase of new appliances. 
From user interface perspective, the different charts types are controlled through the four 
buttons at the screen bottom “Back”, “Next”, “Zoom In”, and “Zoom Out”. As their names 
suggest, the first two serve for navigation to the previous and to the next time periods of the 
same detail level, whereas “Zoom In” leads to a more detailed perspective. Correspondingly, 
“Zoom Out” changes the view to a less granular scope.  
For better orientation, each chart view is entitled with a matching heading, such as “Energy 
Use on 08/11/2010” and both axes are labelled with time and energy consumption units. 
5.1.6 Neighbours Feature 
The “Neighbours” part of the application provides a normative comparison between the user 
and the statistically averaged energy consumption of two groups of their neighbours – one of 
the efficient ones and the other of the inefficient ones (Figure 18).  
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Figure 18: Neighbours feature 
The Neighbours feature contains a single design element which is the normative comparison 
itself. All social comparison design elements used in EnergyWiz are qualified through 4 
attributes, whose different instances lead to different types of social comparison. These are: 
 comparison target 
 measurement units/ abstraction 
 comparison time span 
 anonymity 
All three different social comparison design elements were led by the premise that the 
comparison targets should be relevant and similar to them in terms of factors determining 
similar consumption patterns (Festinger 1954; Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002). 
Normative comparison is distinct in the sense that an individual is compared to a statistically 
averaged performance of other (groups of) individuals which implies anonymity in 
comparison. This engenders a problem of finding relevant comparison targets that is 
embodied in the notion that people are often unsatisfied with the group they are assigned and 
compared to (Fitzpatrick/Smith 2009; Roberts/Humphries/Hyldon 2004). For this reason, 
comparison targets have a significant influence on the suitability of normative comparative 
feedback. EnergyWiz provides norm comparison with user‟s neighbours, whose consumption 
patterns and volume should be similar to those of the user because of the geographical 
proximity, similar residence types and the similar socio-demographic characteristics usually 
shared by the inhabitants of a neighbourhood. Using people to compare to who are in a 
similar context or share similar characteristics as the user, has been shown to have more 
influence on human behaviour than when similarities are not present (for example, when 
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comparing to the national average energy consumption per household) (Festinger 1954). 
Furthermore, the neighbours were divided into two groups in attempt to support competition, 
thus fulfilling one of the elicited functional requirements. For the same reason, the time span 
was set to one day and is updated daily. 
The application, moreover, concentrates on the kWh measurement unit as a neutral way of 
expressing consumption which will facilitate the comparison between energy consumers that 
are customers of different utility companies who have different tariffs and whose energy is 
generated through different energy mix.  
From design perspective, there is one more issue related to norm comparison - preventing the 
rebound (boomerang) effect (Fischer 2008). 
The measurements for managing this challenge were inspired by the research of Schultz et al. 
(Schultz et al. 2007) who demonstrated that by including a message of social approval or 
disapproval, people who were below the average consumption remain motivated to keep their 
energy efficiency and sustain their progress concerning energy conservation. This injunctive 
message is embodied in the prototype in the form of four smiley and textual message types 
shown to the user in relation to the performance to the two groups of neighbours (Figure 18) 
and represents a positive reinforcement mechanism. 
5.1.7 Challenge Feature 
One-on-one comparison is an engaging and rich in context comparison that resulted from the 
determination to explore social comparison further by providing even more relevant 
comparison targets and make the users feel they are a part of an energy-saving community. 
The approach that was taken was to build comparisons on top of the user‟s social graph in the 
popular social networking site Facebook (Facebook 2010). In order to create engaging 
feedback, EnergyWiz lets the user “challenge” a Facebook friend of theirs on a weekly-long 
energy saving competition, whereby the question of similarity is left to be estimated by the 
user (Figure 19).   
This main feature contains two design elements, the first being the one-on-one comparison 
and the second – the functionality to share the current score of the challenge in Facebook. 
The specifics of the individual vs. individual comparison implies that the relationship between 
the user and the comparison target should be highly-contextualised and result from pre-
existing social relationship between users with embedded emotional aspect. A passing 
candidate for comparison target appeared to be Facebook friends since they can relate in 
various ways to the user – being a relative, a friend, a colleague, etc. One of the advantages in 
employing approach is the promising results of previous studies that showed people‟s 
willingness to compete in online social networks (Foster et al. 2010; Mankoff et al. 2010). 
Furthermore, persuasion by “real” and similar individuals is more significant (Ek/Söderholm 
2010) and more powerful than what can be achieved by comparing with arbitrary people 
(Fogg 2003; Abrahamse et al. 2005).  
The information about user‟s friends is fetched from the social graph of Facebook and 
therefore logging into this social networking platform is required prior challenging someone. 
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A considerable advantage of using Facebook data is that people register there with their real 
names and photos which is essential for the concept of competing against “real people”. The 
implication of the above is that anonymity is not present. 
 
Figure 19: Challenge feature 
Each challenge lasts a week that is considered to be optimal because, on the one hand it might 
filter out days with extraordinary low or high consumption (for instance when the inhabitants 
are off for the weekend or organise a big house party). On the other hand, this time span is 
short enough to prevent the users from loosing interest or forgetting about the running 
challenge.  
In addition, challenges are flexible in terms of measurement units, offering all three 
alternatives present in the application as base units on which the competition score can be 
built. This flexibility is related to the different motivations and experience that energy 
consumers have (Froehlich 2010). 
Another important property of Facebook is that it could be used not merely as a source of 
information about user‟s social graph, but moreover can serve as a communication platform 
for sharing energy data. Sharing of the competition score over Facebook, which is the second 
design element in the Challenge feature, is thought to create a completely new set of 
opportunities for mass persuasion (Fogg 2008) through spreading information within user‟s 
existing networks of friends and taking advantage of the wide adoption of online social 
networking sites. During the challenge, users are able to post the current score to their 
Facebook wall (Figure 20). Such public posts can boost the commitment of both parties 
because of the pressure caused by their score being publicly visible to their friends 
(Pallak/Cummings 1976; Froehlich 2009). In turn, the friends can get out of the role of 
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inactive observers and start leading a discussion among them through comments on the posts 
or even get motivated to save energy following the example of their friends. 
 
Figure 20: Sample challenge score post in Facebook 
This additional benefit from communicating the challenge development publicly in Facebook 
is known as social validation and is constituted in the fact that people belonging to the same 
group try to stick to this group by acting like the members of the group act. Thus even 
unmotivated or “energy unaware” friends of EnergyWiz users can be tempted to start 
conserving energy (Cialdini 2001; Weiksner/Fogg/Liu 2008). In a lighter form of engagement 
they could at least cheer for their friends or comment on the challenge-related posts, thus 
engendering a friendly discussion about energy conservation and our impact on climate 
change. 
On the visual side of the Challenge feature design, the process of challenging a friend consists 
of choosing a Facebook friend from a list and challenging them or accepting an incoming 
challenge invitation. Once the challenge has started, the application section contains an 
overview of the challenge containing users‟ names and current score, information about when 
the challenge ends and a bar chart depicting the daily development of the competition. 
Moreover, two buttons at the bottom of the screen allow posting to Facebook or switching to 
an overall bar chart describing the challenge from the very beginning (a weekly view).  
5.1.8 Ranking Feature 
In contrast to the Challenge feature, Ranking orders similar EnergyWiz users (in terms of 
household and residence type) that connected their Facebook account with EnergyWiz, based 
on their energy consumption (Figure 21).  
This main feature is consisted of two design elements, the comparison through ranking and 
the mechanism of sharing the current ranking in Facebook through a wall post on the 
EnergyWiz application page and to the EnergyWiz discussion group. 
Comparison through ranking is suitable for long-term competitions and presents a viable 
option even when the participants are not closely related but still share much common context 
and therefore possess comparable factors that influence their energy consumption at home. 
Due to the limited number of users in the field study and the diverse energy consumer types 
among a group of friends, ranked users are not limited to the Facebook friends of a particular 
user but moreover include EnergyWiz users with similar consumption patters. Among these 
users can well be also groups of Facebook friends. In order to demonstrate that real and 
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similar people are ranked, as one of the functional requirements stated, the ranking 
participants are presented by their real name and photo. However, links to their profiles were 
not published, so that the users‟ privacy sphere is secured. 
 
Figure 21: Ranking feature 
Similarly to the Challenge feature, Ranking constitutes a weekly comparison of users‟ energy 
consumption. Due to this fact, the influence of days with unusually high or low energy 
consumption can be mitigated and the recurring weekly life “rhythm” is fully included. 
One of the disadvantages of rankings is that users might lose interest once they reached the 
top or stuck at the bottom of the ranking (Lin et al. 2006). To prevent this from happening, the 
ranking is updated each day, always taking into the calculations the score the last seven days 
which can push the users to perform better. A further measure which can be included is the 
presence of a sign to each EnergyWiz user which changes depending on their performance 
compared to that of the previous seven days. The set of possible signs consist of a green arrow 
upwards (user has performed better than in the last period), a red arrow downwards (user‟s 
performance was worse than that of last week), dot (user‟s rank has not changed), star (user is 
ranked first), frowned face (user is at the very bottom of the ranking). 
The last disregarded social comparison attribute is the measurement unit which in the 
comparison by ranking design element is kWh since different users get their energy provided 
by different utility companies and as a result of this, their tariffs differ as well as their CO2e 
emissions. 
In previous research about motivating physically active lifestyle was shown that users are 
willing to collaborate to achieve better ranking (Toscos 2006). A step towards this goal was 
embodied in the second design element of Ranking – the sharing of the current ranking 
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through a post in Facebook. Analogically to challenge posts, they provide the opportunity for 
communication through comments. To facilitate this approach, EnergyWiz application page in 
Facebook was created of which all users can become fans. Once they are, all posts to 
application wall appear as updates in their own profiles. In addition to the page, also a 
Facebook group of EnergyWiz was created that allowed more elaborate collaboration features 
such as public posts, uploads of documents, publishing of events, group chats, etc. By 
leveraging these functionalities of Facebook, the application creates social incentives for 
energy conservation, facilitates discussion, raises public awareness and enables collaboration 
(Pierce/Odom/Blevis 2008; Foster et al. 2010).  
5.2 Technology 
The design described so far relates to only one composite part of the whole system, namely 
the EnergyWiz Mobile application. EnergyWiz is a distributed system consisting, in addition 
to the mobile application, of two more subsystems – EnergyWiz Desktop and EnergyWiz 
Server (Figure 22). This distributed character is due to the fact that the information provision, 
the information management and the information consumption happen remotely from each 
other. Another important reason is the commitment to build a decoupled system based on 
open communication standards, such as REST (Representational State Transfer) web services 
and JSON (JavaScript Object  Notation), that will allow the parts of the system to be flexibly 
adapted to the rapid changing technology. 
In order to deliver real-time information to the user, all subsystems of the EnergyWiz 
application should be functioning at the same time since each of them fulfils unique tasks 
within the flow of energy data.  
EnergyWiz Desktop runs on a computer at user‟s home and feeds the data from the advanced 
metering infrastructure (AMI) into the EnergyWiz Server. The tasks of the server are, in turn, 
the persistence of the energy consumption data coming from user‟s desktop computer and its 
service as an integration point for information from 3
rd
 party services, namely the Facebook 
platform. It also provides a communication interface through which calculated and aggregated 
data can be retrieved and presented to the user by the EnergyWiz Mobile application.  
In terms of ownership, both EnergyWiz Desktop and EnergyWiz Mobile are deployed on 
devices possessed by the user of the application while the EnergyWiz Server is a common, 
central unit for all application users and accessible through Internet. Although it represents the 
infrastructure hub through which all data passes, the interaction with the server and the server 
itself are transparent to the end user.  
Before going into the detailed description of each subsystem, the non-functional requirements 
to the distributed application will be considered in the following section. 
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Figure 22: Overview of EnergyWiz Application Landscape 
5.2.1 Requirements 
Similarly to the functional requirements elicited concerning the user interface, the focus of 
this section will be to present the requirements to the distributed application as a whole. Since 
the functional requirements of EnergyWiz are determined by the application functionality and 
design outlined in Section 5.1.1, they will not be described here once again but rather the 
attention will be concentrated on the non-functional requirements of the system posed by the 
used technology. They include extensibility, reliability, interoperability, low battery drainage 
and performance (short response times) and are enlisted in Table 4, whereby the row for each 
requirement includes a short description and an explanation about the reason why it was taken 
into account during the development. 
Requirement 
Name 
Requirement Description Reasons 
Extensibility 
EnergyWiz components should be 
easily extendable  
the fast changing-pace of the home 
monitoring technology and the increasing 
number of vendors and devices which can 
serve for data provision 
Reliability 
EnergyWiz should provide 
reliable, flawless energy-data 
provisioning process 
delivering correct approximated data from 
the energy monitoring solution to the user 
is crucial for the user satisfaction  
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Interoperability 
EnergyWiz should enable the in- 
and out-bound communication 
with 3
rd
 party systems 
the integration of new sources of 
information (like utilities and aggregators 
like Pachube) and new consumers can 
enhance the application functionality 
Low battery 
drainage 
EnergyWiz Mobile should be 
energy efficient 
quick battery drainage of user‟s mobile 
device will engender negative attitude 
towards EnergyWiz 
Performance 
(response time) 
EnergyWiz should deliver the 
current energy consumption data 
within one minute 
significant delays will prevent device 
exploration and will discredit the Live 
Data feature 
Table 4: Non-functional requirements of EnergyWiz 
One of the major non-functional requirements to the system that was taken into account 
during the technical architecture design and the development of the separate subsystems was 
the capability of future extensibility. The reason behind this requirement is that the field of 
energy monitoring is characterized by accelerating innovation and it is difficult to foresee its 
future development. Therefore there were steady design efforts throughout the system for 
decoupling and using open standards which would ultimately allow quicker extensibility and 
adaptability. 
Reliability is related to the idea to deliver error-free data to the user i.e., forwarding the 
correct approximated value fed in by the sensors of the advanced metering infrastructure. 
Deviations in the measured energy and the displayed will lead to losing user‟s trust in the 
system and will hinder the persuasion process. 
By interoperability is meant the communication with other systems, both inbound and 
outbound. It will contribute to the further enhancement of the EnergyWiz application with 
new functionality by including new sources of information like utility information systems or 
aggregator services like Pachube or by adding new consumption devices.  
Similarly to other applications having a component running on a mobile device, EnergyWiz is 
not prone to battery drainage of this device. Quick drainage might be caused due to various 
reasons most significant of which in the current context are continuous data retrieval from 
Internet and extensive calculations. Low battery caused by EnergyWiz will not only prevent 
the energy consumer from using the application at that particular moment but will engender a 
negative attitude towards the application that caused it. 
Another aspect relevant to the user satisfaction with the system is the quick response times of 
the data provisioning process which means that significant delays in the energy data updates 
should not be accepted. More specifically, delays over one minute will cause outdated 
information to appear in the Live Data feature. While surpassing the threshold by several 
seconds might not be noticed by the user, longer delays can lead to dissatisfaction with the 
application and make the user quit using it.  
In the following sections, each of the three subsystems of the application will be separately 
described from a technical point of view. First the EnergyWiz Desktop application and its 
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integration with the advanced metering infrastructure will be introduced. Thereafter, the 
server will be described in detail as well as EnergyWiz mobile. 
5.2.2 EnergyWiz Desktop Subsystem 
The first part of the system, EnergyWiz Desktop plays the role of a raw energy data provider. 
It employs off-the-shelf AMI that gathers approximated energy consumption data through a 
sensor clamp, which is attached to the electric main in the power box at user‟s home, and 
transmits it wirelessly to a universal serial bus (USB) receiver connected to a personal 
computer (PC) at home. After the data is stored on the PC, a Java application reads it and 
sends it to the EnergyWiz Server. 
To retrieve the data from the AMI installed at user‟s home, the off-the-shelf, commercial 
energy metering solution OWL from the UK company “2 Save Energy Ltd.” was used (2 
Save Energy Ltd. 2010a). The particular product configuration used during the field study 
consisted of a common energy meter pre-installed at user‟s home, the OWL sensor and OWL 
transmitter attached to it, as well as the wireless OWL USB Connect receiver (Figure 23). 
 
Figure 23: EnergyWiz Desktop Subsystem 
The sensor is placed around the main power cable to which the power meter was attached 
(Figure 24 left). It is capable of sensing the approximate amount of electric charge passing 
through the point of attachment and is expressed in ampere units. With the help of the ampere 
value approximation and the voltage, the current energy consumption of the household in 
watts can be derived. 
Since power meters in general are situated in a separate box outside of the living space of the 
home, it is inconvenient to transport the energy data from the sensor to the energy monitor in 
a wired way, i.e. through a cable. Therefore, like the majority of commercial off-the-shelf 
home energy metering solutions, OWL uses a wireless transmitter to send the sensed data to a 
receiver station at the home itself. It is placed in the power box where it can be easily wired 
with the sensor (Figure 24 middle) and using 433 MHz band wirelessly broadcasts the energy 
data (2 Save Energy Ltd. 2010b). 
On the “other side” of the line a wireless receiver (Figure 24 right) decodes the 433 MHz 
signal to digital data and transports it to user‟s PC through a USB connection (2 Save Energy 
Ltd. 2010b). The OWL USB Connect, as the receiver is called, comes in different 
configurations – either in a standalone box (Figure 24 right) or embedded in an energy 
monitor that provides, along with the receiver, an LCD display for the energy data. Both of 
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the models were employed in the field study, whereas their functionality as LCD display was 
used.   
 
Figure 24: OWL Infrastructure: sensor (left), wireless transmitter (middle), OWL USB Connect (right) 
In order to be able to retrieve the decoded energy data, user‟s PC needs the OWL USB 
Connect software. This application runs as a Windows service in the background and listens 
to incoming data from the OWL USB Connect device. Is such data available, then it stores it 
in a SQLite (SQLite 2011) database on the hard drive of the PC. Because the service starts 
automatically each time the computer is turned on, its execution remains transparent for the 
user except for the initial set-up procedure where one can enter consumer specific data, such 
as energy tariffs and greenhouse gas emissions multiplication factors. Once the energy data is 
stored in the database, EnergyWiz Desktop application can retrieve it.  
EnergyWiz Desktop is a Java application whose main task is to upload the energy data from 
all users to the centralized server infrastructure EnergyWiz Server. There the aggregated data 
can be stored and processed for further use in the specific features of EnergyWiz. EnergyWiz 
Desktop serves as an abstraction layer above the underlying specifics of the AMI solution and 
uses a RESTful web service interface to communicate with the server side (for more details 
see the following section). This architectural approach allows future extensibility of the 
system by adding more desktop applications which fetch data from different metering 
infrastructures. Furthermore, EnergyWiz Desktop as Java application is portable and can be 
deployed across different platforms, thus fulfilling the various requirements of the AMI 
solution providers and addressing users who work on different operating systems.  
Internally, EnergyWiz Desktop contains a single Java class which implements the whole 
application logic (Figure 25). It first opens the OWL database and then sends an HTTP 
request to the EnergyWiz Server requesting for the last committed data. When the timestamp 
of this piece of data is available, EnergyWiz Desktop retrieves from the database all 
consumption data stored after this point of time and tries to upload it to EnergyWiz Server. 
This process is repeated until all the data is successfully sent. Next the application sleeps for 
60 seconds since the energy data updates are stored in the database once a minute. When the 
waiting time passes, the date for the last update is set to the timestamp of the last uploaded 
data and the process starts again. 
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Figure 25: Flow chart of EnergyWiz Desktop application 
Through the local storage and the redundant uploads in the presence of failure, the correct and 
complete data transfer is secured, hence the requirement for reliability of the system is 
fulfilled.  
5.2.3 EnergyWiz Server Subsystem 
EnergyWiz Server aggregates the energy data and acts as centralised data storage for all 
system users. The data is necessary for the implementation of the core functionality, namely 
the various types of comparative feedback. Beyond that it contains the analytics modules 
which assist in understanding better user‟s interaction with the application.  
One of the main parts of the subsystem is the open source application server Glassfish 3. It is 
a community supported server that is a fully featured implementation of the Java Platform 
Enterprise Edition 6 (Oracle Inc. 2010a). Java Platform, Enterprise Edition (Java EE) is the 
industry standard for developing portable, robust, scalable and secure server-side Java 
applications (Oracle Inc. 2010b). Building on the solid foundation of Java SE, Java EE adds 
libraries which provide functionality for developing scalable, distributed, multi-tier Java 
applications. More specifically, it contains web services, component model, management, and 
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communications APIs that make it the industry standard for implementing Web 2.0 
applications. Building on wide-spread standard platforms as Java EE increases the reliability 
of the system – a major non-functional requirement. 
The other major component of EnergyWiz Server is the relational database management 
system (RDBMS) MySQL Community Edition Server (Oracle Inc. 2010c). This is a freely 
available, community supported version of the world‟s most popular open source database 
server (Oracle Inc. 2010e). Due to its consistent fast performance, MySQL is suitable for the 
distributed character of EnergyWiz especially when employed for time-consuming queries 
such as building a ranking. This database choice contributes to the fulfilment of the non-
functional requirement for quick response times. 
In the following paragraphs the specifics of the Java Enterprise Application deployed on the 
Glassfish server will be explored both from external as well as from internal perspective. 
Thereafter, the structure of the database will be described. 
The EnergyWiz Server application deployed on the Glassfish Java Enterprise server is the 
central hub of the architectural landscape of EnergyWiz because it serves as a single source of 
processed energy information. Subsequently, it communicates with all other parties – both 
internal and external. From the technology side, the resulting communication channels 
employ different standards (Figure 26).  
Thinking of the EnergyWiz Server application as a black-box, it exchanges data with the rest 
of the EnergyWiz subsystems, the database server and the servers of Facebook. First, it 
provides a REST web service interface to both EnergyWiz Desktop and EnergyWiz Mobile 
for uploading energy data, respectively retrieving aggregated energy and ranking data. The 
REST web service interface is a convenient, light-weight technique for facilitating the 
communication between the single subsystems (find source). Built on top of the HTTP 
protocol, it conceals the various functionalities as URLs on which one can execute CRUD 
operations. By doing so, the communicating systems become decoupled. As already 
mentioned, decoupling is one of the requirements for future extensibility of the system. For 
the communication data format was chosen the JSON open standard (JavaScipt Object 
Notation) because of its simplicity and human-readable structure (JSON.org 2011). The latter 
is of immense help during the application development and debugging. As a whole the usage 
of these open standards allows simplified integration of 3
rd
 party systems to EnergyWiz 
(interoperability) and supports extensibility. 
Second, EnergyWiz Server integrates with Facebook for fetching user‟s social graph data, 
posting to user‟s wall or updating EnergyWiz Page. All of these tasks are achievable via 
calling the Facebook Graph API (Facebook 2011). The API itself is very similar to the 
approach used for the communication between the EnergyWiz systems – servers provide 
REST web service interfaces and the data is encoded as JSON objects. 
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Figure 26: External view of EnergyWiz Server application 
Third, the Glassfish enterprise server connects with the MySQL database server with the help 
of the MySQL Connector/J – a JDBC driver for MySQL (Oracle Inc. 2010d). Once the JAR 
file with the binaries of Connector/J are deployed on the enterprise server, the database can be 
programmatically accessed within the Java code of the application, therefore no further 
development efforts were necessary for establishing this communication channel. 
Internally, the EnergyWiz application is separated into two Java projects: web and EJB 
(Figure 27). The web project contains Java servlets which accept incoming HTTP requests 
and thus represent the interface of the RESTful web service. When they parse the parameters 
contained in the request, they call functionality from the EJB project and generate the 
responses in JSON format which are sent back as an answer to the requesting party.  
The EJB project is a project implementing the actual functionality of the application and is 
built in a modular way. It is a set of Enterprise Java Beans (EJBs) which are Java classes that 
implement, for example the connection to the database, the communication with Facebook 
and the administration of challenges and rankings. Since the EJBs run on top of the Java 
Enterprise container of Glassfish, they leverage built-in basic functionalities and thus abstract 
from low level operations. This increases the scalability, contributes to the easy extensibility 
and reliability. 
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Figure 27: Internal structure of EnergyWiz Server 
The majority of the EJBs access the database to store or retrieve and calculate energy data, 
manage user accounts, store application usage metrics, administer challenges, etc. To execute 
all these activities, EJBs rely on object-relational mapping which, in turn, builds on the data 
model of the database. The four main entities of the data model are EnergyUser, EnergyData, 
Challenge and AppMetrics (Figure 28). All entities correspond to tables in the database. 
EnergyUser models a user of the application and describes its properties. Along with the user 
credentials used for login, a user also possesses a Facebook unique identification number and 
a set of Facebook extended permissions. They allow the retrieval of social graph data a 
publishing wall posts to user‟s wall. In addition, the change of user‟s ranking is also stored in 
the EnergyUser table since it is pre-calculated every 24 hours. 
EnergyData is an abstraction for the energy consumption of a particular user over 60 seconds. 
Its timestamp records the referenced minute in UTC time. All other attributes represent the 
energy usage in kw, cost and greenhouse gas emissions (CO2e). The reason for storing all 
three measurement units is that the particular tariff and greenhouse gas factor are administered 
by the OWL AMI and are stored in the OWL database. 
Challenges in EnergyWiz are stored in the Challenge table and are characterised by a starting 
and finish time, criterion on which the participating users compare and the current score. Its 
status depicts the state of the competition which can be one of: challenge proposed, challenge 
accepted, challenge declined, challenge finished. Each challenge has exactly two participants 
– the one who challenges and the challenged one. 
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Figure 28: Data model of EnergyWiz Server 
Finally, the data model describes the application usage metrics which contain the number of 
clicks done by each user on a particular element in the EnergyWiz Mobile application. This 
statistics allow to better understand user‟s interaction with the mobile user interface. 
5.2.4 EnergyWiz Mobile Subsystem 
EnergyWiz Mobile is the front end of the EnergyWiz system and only point of interaction with 
it from user‟s perspective. It is a mobile application based on the Google Android (Google 
2011c) mobile platform and works on devices which run this operating system. The choice of 
mobile device as a presentation medium was deliberate since it allows permanent, on-demand 
interaction and is not constrained by place as the static energy monitors are (Fogg 2007). 
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Figure 29: EnergyWiz Mobile application architecture 
The mobile application architecture contains three tiers of functional components which 
represent the complete functionality of EnergyWiz Mobile: activities, threads and managers 
(Figure 29). 
An activity is an Android component “which presents a visual interface of one focused 
endeavour the user can undertake” (Google 2011a). In EnergyWiz each activity is one of the 
main features. There are, however, additional, auxiliary activities representing complex user 
interface elements, such as rich-content lists. Activities tasks include the presentation of 
visual elements and the interception of events which originated from user‟s interaction with 
the application. What activities do not do is functionality related to information retrieval, 
calculations and database updates. These are tasks of the threads. 
Threads are ordinary Java threads who execute the assigned to them task. Such tasks usually 
implement one specific function of the application, for instance a tread might fetch live data 
about user‟s energy consumption or execute the login process. The advantage of threads vs. 
common classes is that they do not block the user interface while performing these lengthy 
tasks. Consequently, the user interface remains responsive during the execution of one or 
more threads. Still, the threads do not implement all the functionality themselves necessary 
for the fulfilment of the assigned task but they reuse the atomic operations provided by the 
managers. 
In EnergyWiz, there are three managers containing a number of static Java methods that 
implement atomic operations and that can be reused from the threads. The 
ConnectionManager deals with the communication to the EnergyWiz Server and implements 
operations like requesting login, fetching challenge requests, etc. The ChartManager 
communicates with Google Charts API (Google 2011b) through HTTP requests and retrieves 
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the chart images which are then shown in the different activities. In contrast, the 
DatabaseManager takes care for the storage and retrieval to and from the local SQLite 
database (SQLite 2011).  
 
Figure 30: EnergyWiz Mobile data model 
The reasons for the usage of local database are rooted in the motivation to allow access to the 
energy-related information also when user is offline. Another goal of the application achieved 
through the local data storage is the quicker response time in answering user‟s requests by 
avoiding information retrieval over Internet on each action performed. Performing infrequent 
HTTP requests also helps to prevent quick battery drainage.   
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The database is tailored to the needs of the mobile application and therefore does not fully 
replicate the structure of EnergyWiz Server (Figure 30). 
It stores data from the perspective of the logged in user that is described through the attributes 
of the Account model username and password. In addition, user‟s names and a link to the 
Facebook profile image are stored for caching purposes. The cache however is updated on a 
daily basis. 
Challenge data is also stored for caching purposes as it represents the current running 
challenge in which the user takes part. Similarly to the EnergyWiz Server data model, a 
challenge has a start, an end, an id and a criterion for comparison. To reflect the specific 
needs of the mobile application, it also stores the data of the opponent. 
All data about the consumed energy by the user is stored locally and is modelled through 
EnergyData entity that, in addition to the representation in different measurement units and 
timestamp, also contains the timestamp broken down to its units. The reason for this data 
modelling decision is that queries over separate timestamp attributes run in less time than 
those over the aggregated timestamp. 
Along with the whole consumption history of the user, also the consumption of an opponent 
in the running challenge is stored in a table with a similar structure. Once the challenge is 
over, the data can be deleted, so that memory can be freed. 
Finally, due to the prototypical character of EnergyWiz Mobile and its limited group of users, 
it was not possible to build the efficiency scale, the History chart axes and the Neighbours 
energy consumption based on experience values from users. In order to overcome these 
shortcomings, the mobile application calculated these values based on statistical, national 
data. 
In the period 2003-04, each Australian citizen consumed at home on average 20.8 GJ 
(gigajoules) energy per year, around 10.2 GJ of which was electricity (approximately 50% of 
the total) (ABS 2006). Converted into kWh, the domestic consumption accounts for around 
2833 kWh per person per year (1 J = 2.7778×10−7 kWh).  Each household had on average 2.6 
members (In 2004 in Queensland there were 1510000 households (DEWHA 2008) and its 
population was 3919467 residents (OESR 2005)). Multiplying the individual domestic 
electricity consumption by the number of members of the average household provides the 
average electricity consumption per household: 7365.8 kWh/year which is 14 Watts/minute. 
This value is the average value that is expected per minute and therefore is in the middle of 
the efficiency scale formed as follows: 
 
 5 leaves (0 to 4 W/m) 
 4 leaves (5 to 9 W/m) 
 3 leaves (10 to 14 W/m) 
 2 leaves (15 to 19 W/m) 
 1 leaf (20 to 24 W/m) 
 0 leaves (more than 24 W/m) 
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The consumption axis in the History feature and the consumption of the neighbours in the 
Neighbours feature were both based on the derived average consumption.  
In order to build the efficiency scale for the CO2e measurement unit, the state-specific 
electricity emission factor for end users were employed. For Queensland it equals 0.89 
CO2e/kWh (DCCEE 2010). Such estimation for an efficiency scale was not possible because 
of the significantly varying tariffs of the different utility companies. Therefore, the kWh 
efficiency scale was adopted. 
Not only the scales but also the explanatory comparison was calculated with the help of hard, 
proven facts. In previous studies, it was found that an average laptop uses 15 Watts/h when 
active (Kawamoto et al. 2001). Others estimate the value even higher – around 19 Watts/h 
(Robertson et al. 2002). EnergyWiz users the former value as a reference for the explanatory 
comparison in laptops.  
Similarly, the explanatory comparison in trees was based on the calculation that an average 
tree can absorb 0.67 tonnes CO2/year (SAEV 2003). 
5.3 Development Process  
The development of the whole EnergyWiz system and of EnergyWiz Mobile in particular was 
executed in an iterative manner. During the development works, the user interface of the 
mobile application evolved driven by the incorporation of new technical capabilities of the 
Android platform and by the ongoing literature review which was the main source of design 
inspiration. As a result of this process two major versions of the mobile application can be 
distinguished. The last one is the final appearance presented in Section 5.1. Here, the former 
version will be briefly presented to illustrate the progress of this creative process.   
 
Figure 31: EnergyWiz Mobile tabbed navigation (left), Live Data (right) 
One of the major differences was the application structure which used to employ a tab-based 
user interface (Figure 31 left). The five tabs caused difficulties in navigation throughout the 
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application; therefore it was replaced by a main menu that served as a single entry point to 
each of the former tabs. Furthermore, the user interface was considerably changed.  
Live Data feature was changed by moving from multi-level, coloured efficiency scale to a 
five-level one depicted by leaves and labels in order to prevent confusion of the user (Figure 
31 right). 
 
Figure 32: History (left), Neighbours (right) 
The descriptive, injunctive message of approval was removed from the History feature to 
emphasise the analytical function of this feature (Figure 32 left), while the same message was 
added to the Neighbours feature in attempt to enhance this social comparison type (Figure 32 
right). The added illustrations of houses further enriched the visual appearance of this view. 
 
Figure 33: Challenge (left), Ranking (right) 
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At the same time, in Challenge and Ranking no design elements were changed but the appeal 
was improved by the new user interface theme (Figure 33). 
In this chapter, the design EnergyWiz Mobile and the development of the EnergyWiz system 
were presented. The system laid the foundation for this research since it was used in the user 
interviews and the focus group discussions with experts. Since the only visible part of the 
system – the mobile application – was built through a theory-driven approach, based on 
fundamental theories from psychology and findings from previous research in the field of 
persuasive applications, there were the prerequisites for positive feedback from the 
interviewees. What it really turned out to be, will be discussed in the next Chapter 6.  
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6. Findings 
During the semi-structured interviews with the 17 participants, plenty of qualitative 
information about them and their feedback about the application were gathered. In addition, 
relevant requirements and challenges before mobile persuasive applications like EnergyWiz 
were discussed by the experts recruited to participate in the focus group discussion. The rest 
of this chapter describes the findings based on this qualitative data to each of the research 
questions will be presented.   
6.1 Research Question 1 
The first question required to research which motivations for comparison the different 
comparative feedback types in EnergyWiz relate to. Due to the iterative character of the 
research process, the questionnaire was improved over the course of the project. As questions 
regarding this research question were included in a second round of user interviews, the 
findings are derived from the interviews of 10 prospective users.  
In the following table, are presented all comparative feedback types in EnergyWiz and the 
features they are included in. Additionally, for each motivation for comparison, the number of 
participants who feel motivated by it was presented (in brackets) and in front of it, the number 
of people who stated that their motivation is addressed by the particular feedback type (Table 
5). Since no one pointed out social validation or recognition as their motivations for 
comparison, they are not included in the overview.  
Comparison 
Type 
EnergyWiz 
Feature 
Benchmark 
Learning/ 
Improving 
Competition Curiosity 
Explanatory 
comparison 
Live Data 0 (7) 9 (10) 0 (6) 0 (6) 
Temporal 
comparison 
History 2 (7) 10 (10) 0 (6) 0 (6) 
Normative 
comparison 
Neighbours 4 (7) 1 (10) 2 (6) 5 (6) 
One-on-one 
comparison 
Challenge 4 (7) 4 (10) 6 (6) 6 (6) 
Comparison 
by ranking 
Ranking 5 (7) 3 (10) 4 (6) 3 (6) 
Table 5: Relation between comparative feedback type and motivation for comparison 
From the summarised data, the following conclusions can be made about the relation of 
comparative feedback types in EnergyWiz to users‟ motivations for comparison: 
The Live Data (explanatory comparison) and History (temporal comparison) features provide 
best benefits for users who are motivated through learning and improving.  
The normative comparison with user‟s neighbours attracts half of the interviewees who stated 
that are motivated by benchmarking and the majority of those motivated by curiosity. 
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One-on-one comparison was clearly dominated the preferences of people with motivation for 
competition and curiosity and around half of the prospective users motivated through 
benchmark and learning prospects. 
In contrast to it, comparison by ranking best addressed the benchmark comparison, followed 
by competition. 
6.2 Research Question 2 
The findings to RQ2 are structured according to the influencing factors which have already 
been determined: 
 motivation for comparison 
 motivation for saving energy 
 experience 
 presence in online social networking sites. 
All of them are entirely result of the qualitative data gathered during the semi-structured 
interviews with the prospective users of EnergyWiz and the application walkthrough. 
6.2.1 Motivation for Comparison 
Before going into the different motivations, we should note that all participants were the 
opinion that temporal self-comparison (History feature) and the Live Data feature provide 
“must-have” functionality, so we concluded they should be present no matter what user‟s 
personal characteristics are. 
First, concerning users with benchmarking as primary motivation for comparison, the 
interviews have unequivocally shown that similarity between the user and the people they 
compare to is crucial. For instance, it has become clear that the Neighbours feature partially 
supports benchmark but users expressed concerns about how similar their neighbours really 
are to them. One of the users, U17, noted that similar people are more valuable for him as 
comparison targets for benchmark, while U11 suggested using standard, averaged values for 
different activities, like doing laundry, etc. Still, there were some people who meant they live 
in homogenous neighbourhoods where similarity is given. 
The Challenge feature is only partly seen as a benchmark as it leaves the similarity estimation 
to the user. All of the interviewees, who felt that the one-on-one comparison addresses their 
motivation for benchmark, stated that tools for securing similarity in relevant attributes such 
as household size and residence type. To make this feature a better benchmark, some of them 
suggested comparing the reduced energy usage as a percentage value rather than as an 
absolute consumption value. 
In contrast, the Ranking feature supports benchmarking as similar EnergyWiz users 
participate. Nevertheless, we found out that explicit ranking is not necessary to provide the 
benchmark functionality. 
Second, according to the interviewees with learning motivation for comparison, the Live data 
and History features provide best learning opportunities. Above all, the former engages users 
with playful exploration about devices it implies turning them on and off to learn how a 
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device impacts the total consumption. Another “favourite” of the participants was the 
explanatory comparison that illustrated consumption as number of laptops and CO2 exhaust as 
trees. They were even willing to see more explanatory comparisons. In contrast to the Live 
Data feature, the History feature provided another perspective as an analytical tool to learn 
about consumption patterns like day vs. night, weekdays vs. weekend, monthly and yearly 
comparisons. 
The other features did not provide much learning benefits according to the interviewees. One 
reason for this is that EnergyWiz did not offer a communication channel between the 
comparing parties in the application itself through which users could exchange tips (U9). 
Neighbours, Challenge and Ranking features are possible candidates for such integrated 
communication as long as similarity between the comparing parties is present. 
Third, two of the social comparison features (Challenge and Ranking) supported the 
motivation for competition. While the Ranking feature attracted half of the competitive 
interviewees, the Challenge one was undisputedly their favourite. Obviously, friends are more 
preferred for competition than other similar users. In this regard, some individuals clearly 
stated that they would enter a competition only if their peers participate. Others expressed 
concerns about the fairness of the competition and suggested keeping permanent personal 
contact with the competitors or watching for fluctuations in their energy use to ensure they are 
at home during the challenge and not away on a vacation. Furthermore, there was a prevailing 
preference for kWh as a comparison unit because both money and amount of CO2 are utility 
specific. 
Fourth, the majority of the interviewees were curious about how others are performing in 
energy saving. Neighbours and Challenge features satisfied their curiosity mainly because of 
the physical proximity of the former and the personal relationship of the friends. On the 
contrary, the Ranking feature only partly supported curiosity probably because of the lack of 
this context information. 
Finally, none of the participants in the interviews has pointed out any of social validation (i.e., 
doing what similar people do) or recognition (appraisal) as motivation for comparison. 
6.2.2 Motivation for Saving Energy 
Users, whose primary motivation for conservation was saving money, were interested in 
energy consumption as amount of dollars, while those with pro-environmental motivation 
varied between kWh and amount of CO2. These preferences were not only limited to the units 
but also to the explanatory comparison. 
6.2.3 Experience 
Another influential characteristic for the measurement units was the experience of the user in 
saving energy. The experienced users were comfortable with kWh and pointed out its 
objectivity whereas those lacking it, sticked mostly to the money representation and only 
partly to CO2. In addition, they found the efficiency scale valuable in providing them a 
justification for their performance. 
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Experience also has influence on competition, whereby the experienced, competitive users 
were willing to participate in a challenge right away. The inexperienced, however, preferred 
to wait till they gain experience (U14) or expected longer challenges during which they can 
learn (U16). 
6.2.4 Social Network Presence 
Three of the participants did not have Facebook accounts but interestingly enough were 
willing to compete against friends, compare to other EnergyWiz users and even share their 
consumption data. The larger part of others liked the integration with Facebook but some of 
them were willing to share information only with their friends that are EnergyWiz users 
themselves since others would not have been interested. 
The presented findings from this research project provide initial indications on design 
considerations for users with different motivations, experience and presence in social 
networking sites. Possible reasons for these particular results and their implication on the 
design of future persuasive applications motivating energy conservation at home will be 
discussed in the next chapter. 
6.3 Research Question 3 
The opportunities created by online social networking sites for the socialisation of energy-
related feedback and how they should be leveraged were the subjects of the third research 
question. They were examined through the data gathered from the semi-structured user 
interviews and the focus group discussions.  
At the core of EnergyWiz is the provision of relevant comparison targets through leveraging 
users‟ social graphs. Apart from this, Facebook creates many more opportunities for 
socialising energy-related data and the application explores two of them by providing a 
mechanism for sharing current challenge score through a public post and submitting the actual 
ranking to an EnergyWiz Facebook group design to support communication and collaboration 
between the users. 
Half of the interviewees (8) commented that they would post their score of running challenge 
in Facebook, the majority of which were willing to share it only with friends who also are 
EnergyWiz users. Only one interviewee was led by altruistic reasons and would like the post 
to be seen by all friends. The majority of these eight prospective users would only post the 
message when they are leading and expect from their Facebook friends both pragmatic advice 
as well as funny comments on their posts. 
While one of the interviewees was concerned about being labelled as “green” if she enters the 
dedicated Facebook group, all other respondents welcomed the opportunity. Although half of 
them were happy to see weekly rankings there, most of them were more interested in practical 
suggestions how to save energy and general discussion about this topic. 
From users‟ perspective, privacy of the shared data was not a crucial issue as long as they 
choose when to share through posts on their Facebook walls and their appearance in rankings 
does not include their full name or link to their Facebook profiles. 
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6.4 Research Question 4 
The advantages and the issues around using a mobile application as an energy monitor were 
discussed by the users and the experts. It was generally agreed that using EnergyWiz is a 
pleasant and useful way to spend some time while commuting daily. Another pros outlined by 
the users was that they would have control over they energy consumption at every moment 
which increases the flexibility and the chance to engage with energy saving. 
Among the drawbacks, a few of the users pointed out that the display is too small for 
analytical tools like the History feature and saw the mobile application only as a 
complimentary solution to a browser-based user interface. The majority were, however, 
satisfied with the screen size and meant they can use the application as a primary energy 
monitor. 
The experts focused on two significant issues connected with the mobility. The first was the 
secure transmission of the data which should be properly communicated to the users, so that 
they are informed about the risks. The second one related to the fact that EnergyWiz should be 
proactively started in contrast to ambient displays situated at home. Therefore, they suggested 
that the application should fully take advantage of the capabilities of the Android platform by 
developing widgets which will represent always-on dashboard for energy consumption data. 
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7. Discussion 
During the interviews, several recurring ideas and preferences from the users were observed. 
Based on the described findings above, the research questions posed at the beginning of this 
thesis will be discussed.  
The first research question addressed the relation between the users‟ motivations for 
comparison and the comparative feedback types of EnergyWiz: 
Which motivations for comparison are addressed by each of the five considered comparative 
feedback types in EnergyWiz (explanatory comparison, temporal comparison, normative 
comparison, one-on-one comparison and comparison through ranking)? 
The findings have shown that the explanatory comparison (Live Data) and the temporal 
comparison (History) support the learning motivations since they provide tools for 
understanding and analysing energy consumption. As such, they also have a supportive 
function for users with other motivations for comparison like self-enhancement or 
competition. 
The normative comparison is successful in addressing prospective EnergyWiz users with 
motivation for benchmark and curiosity, while the one-on-one comparison supports very 
strongly competition and curiosity.  
Finally, comparison by ranking appeared to be the favourite of the users motivated by 
benchmark but it also addresses the competitive users. 
The knowledge gained through the discussion of this question had a significant influence on 
the second one: 
How should the comparative feedback types of EnergyWiz be designed, so that they appeal to 
people with different motivation for energy conservation and comparison as well as with 
different experience in this activity? 
To answer this question, the implications of the results on two major topics – choice of 
relevant comparison targets and addressing people  
First, similarity between comparing parties is of considerable meaning for comparison in 
EnergyWiz when the users are motivated by benchmarking. One possible explanation for the 
overwhelming preference of similar comparison targets is the Proxy Model 
(Wheeler/Martin/Suls 1997). It provides information for anticipating individual‟s success at 
an unfamiliar task: if two individuals have performed in the past a similar task at their 
maximum effort and achieved similar results, then related attributes are disregarded in the 
prediction of their performance of the new task. In addition, the Proxy Model states that 
relative attributes gain importance for the user‟s anticipation of success when the effort on the 
previous tasks is ambiguous or unknown (Wheeler/Martin/Suls 1997).  
Since energy saving is not wide-spread yet, users probably find it challenging to find friends 
who share common past achievements. Therefore, they turn to comparing with similar others 
to evaluate their abilities. Due to the variety factors which influence energy consumption, the 
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design should at best provide benchmarking with similar friends to combine both similar past 
experience and relevant attributes. When this is impossible, the similarity of the comparison 
target should be effectively communicated. It is, however, a challenging task to find two 
identical households whose comparison will provide undisputable foundation for realistic 
comparison since even similar families in identical homes might have different appliances and 
lifestyles. A possible solution to this issue that emerged from users‟ interviews is to use user‟s 
relative energy saving toward previous consumption. Such approach would have a 
diminishing effect on the difference. Another, complimentary approach suggested by one of 
the experts in the expert interviews was to create targeted challenges, for instance “evening” 
or “weekend” in order to isolate some dissimilarities in lifestyle (E4). 
At this point it is interesting to note that the results suggest that when the interviewees are 
motivated by the prospect of competition, they clearly preferred friends to similar users or 
neighbours. This contrasts to the fact that for users whose primary motivation for comparison 
is benchmark, similar users were more relevant. Here, the Proxy Model provides again 
possible reasons for these findings. As proposed by it, the significance of the related attributes 
lessens with the presence of similar past experience done at maximum effort. Therefore, it is 
very likely for relevant attributes for energy saving, such as household size and house type to 
be disregarded in the Challenge feature when users have had a pre-existing relationship and 
share similar achievements in a comparable activity. Designing with intent to show the similar 
performance of competing users in the past and putting an emphasis on their emotional, rich-
context relationship can therefore positively influence energy saving. 
Second, the results show that the social comparative feedback features of EnergyWiz do not 
support learning very well. In the expert interviews, it became clear that “the last mile” to 
energy saving is missing, that is personalized hints how to conserve energy. Social 
comparison features had the same disadvantage because there were no communication 
channels directly integrated in the application between the comparing parties. Therefore, in 
order to support learning, such mechanisms should be implemented in EnergyWiz.  
On the other hand, the closely related motivation for improving (or self-enhancement) can be 
approached through comparison with dissimilar comparison targets. The social psychologists, 
however are still discussing in which cases downward comparison (i.e., with comparison 
targets performing worse than self) and upward comparison (i.e., with comparison targets 
performing better than self) are to be preferred (Suls/Martin/Wheeler 2002). 
The underlying research also confirmed the notion that motivation to save energy is a direct 
determinant of the measurement units in which people would like to see their energy 
consumption. So, people driven by ecological concerns should be presented with CO2e and 
kWh and explanatory comparison depicting the impact on the environment. In contrast, those 
who would like to save money will be interested in the financial expression of the energy. The 
results also provide some indications that people who are motivated to live more sustainably 
are willing to share their data and experience with a wider audience of Facebook friends than 
the financially-driven users. This can be a subject of further research. 
In addition, the experience of the user seemed to have a considerable impact on the usage of 
the Live Data and the Challenge features. Inexperienced users are more dependent on 
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explanatory comparison and tend to stick to physical representations of energy in money or 
CO2e emissions, while the experienced ones find kWh more objective since the rest 
measurement units are derived from it. Moreover, some inexperienced people, who are 
competitive, might need a “softer” version of the one-on-one comparison because they are 
afraid they can lose due to their lack of experience. This implies that future designs should 
implement a “sandbox” competitions where users can gain experience or they should ensure 
that both participants are on the same level of expertise with regard to energy saving. 
The Facebook integration is one of the core concepts of EnergyWiz, so it allowed to research: 
What opportunities and challenges do online social networks pose to the socialisation of 
energy-related comparative feedback and how can social comparison be communicated most 
effectively through social networking sites, such as Facebook to motivate energy conservation 
and engender friendly discussion about energy conservation? 
The Facebook posts and the dedicated Facebook group were positively evaluated by the 
participants in the interview which shows that even simple sharing of energy consumption 
data might engage users. Future designs should embrace the approach of EnergyWiz which let 
the users share their social interactions (competitions and rankings) with their friends 
whenever they wished. As already discussed, privacy concerns can be met by giving the 
control of sharing at the hands of the users. 
Another way to keep users‟ interest is to explore social gaming dynamics and try to benefit 
even more from the integration with Facebook apart from wall posts and group discussions. In 
the expert interviews it became clear that getting points for reduction in consumption will not 
be effective on the long run since users will (hopefully) reach their acceptable minimum at 
some point. From then on, they will be unmotivated to continue playing. An incentive 
suggested by the experts was to introduce rewards such as “check-in” badges not only for 
curbing energy use but also for sustaining the progress. 
In addition, due to the tight integration with Facebook, users who do not have a Facebook 
account but are willing to compete with friends or compare with EnergyWiz users remain 
dissatisfied. Others do not feel comfortable sharing challenge scores with all of their 
Facebook friends but only with those that are application users. This feedback led to the idea 
to build own EnergyWiz community, parallel to the Facebook integration. Such approach 
might help to win users without an online social presence but could split the content generated 
by the users between the two communities. Although social networks provide a very 
promising communication platform for socialising energy-related data and facilitating rich-
context comparison, more research should be conducted concerning the question of how users 
of different online social networking sites and users who do not have such accounts should be 
brought together and be provided with the same benefits. 
In the end, the mobility of the EnergyWiz application was explored: 
What new opportunities and challenges does the increased mobility (through use of mobile 
devices as energy monitors) offer in comparison to static energy monitors and how should 
design support this mobility? 
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From the results, it became clear that mobile energy monitors have the advantage of providing 
anytime energy consumption information and thus giving the users the flexibility to choose 
when and where they would like to use it. Certainly, a popular opportunity when people 
would use it is during commuting. This always-on availability creates opportunities for 
remote control over the energy consumption, for example through alarms in case consumption 
abruptly changes.  
Although smart phone displays are relatively small, only few of the interviewees expressed 
dissatisfaction with using EnergyWiz as a primary source of energy consumption information.  
Finally, the expert focus group discussions outlined two other major issues engendered by the 
mobility of the application. First, the secured data transmission should be ensured and the 
related risks should be effectively communicated to the users, so that they are informed when, 
for instance, they use open wireless networks to retrieve their energy consumption 
information. Second, the experts focused on the requirement that each time the user should 
proactively start the application which is not necessary in case they possess a static energy 
monitor in the form of an ambient display. One of the possible solutions to this challenge is to 
employ Android widgets, which are components placed on the home screen of the smart 
phone. They can provide a view of the current energy consumption information to the user 
and serve as an entry point to the application. Another, even more effective approach, could 
be the integration of a coloured status indicator on the phone‟s status bar near the clock which 
depicts current consumption. As it is visible all the time, it has the potential to silently remind 
the user to return to the application.  
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8. Limitations and Future Work 
Due to the limited scope of this project, the group of interviewees was relatively small and 
homogenous - the predominant part of interviewed prospective users was young, full-time 
employed males. Therefore, it is possible that the findings from this research do not apply 
completely to other demographic groups. Nevertheless, the user mix was chosen deliberately 
because it is highly probable that the first adopters of AMI will be young and technology-
savvy males.  
Although the research works in the scope of the master‟s thesis are completed, current plans 
include continuing with the research project. The planned next steps include the redesign of 
EnergyWiz according to the design guidelines which were derived here and its deployment in 
a real-world setting (at the homes of the users). Then, through the data gathered from the 
study participants, it will be possible to explore further motivation-specific design preferences 
which can only be noticed during the long-term usage of the application in an everyday 
environment.  
Another idea for future development of the research is making EnergyWiz available to a wider 
audience of people through uploading it to the online store for Android applications – the 
Android Market. 
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9. Conclusion 
The underlying master‟s thesis project presented the design, the implementation and the 
evaluation of the EnergyWiz application. Despite of the short time frame of the project and the 
relatively small group of interviewees, the results have shown significant differences of the 
preferences for energy-related comparative feedback of users with different motivations for 
comparison, energy saving and with different experience in energy conservation. As such, 
results represent a first step towards defining a more comprehensive design framework for 
energy-related comparative feedback for differently motivated individuals. It should, 
ultimately, lead to an engaging, social and personalised energy conservation process and thus 
to curbing energy use at home. 
The design of the application was achieved through the extensive review of related work in 
the field of persuasive applications with the goal of behaviour change and the consideration of 
related theories from social and environmental psychology. This theory-driven design 
approach led to the creation of comparative feedback functionality which leverages significant 
design decisions proven to be effective in persuading behaviour change. The project also first 
of the research projects in this field consciously incorporated theoretical knowledge from the 
vast amount models and frameworks for temporal and social comparison which social 
psychologists have come up with over the years.  
Furthermore, during the implementation phase following the design, a distributed system was 
presented for provisioning, storing, administering, presenting energy consumption data. The 
related development activities have outlined many technical design considerations that should 
be taken into account when designing such systems. Most notably, the decoupling of system 
parts through employing open communication standards and data formats was shown to 
present a viable approach for tackling the rapid development of advanced metering 
infrastructure solutions and for addressing the proliferating number of end-user mobile 
devices. 
The final step of the research process included the semi-structured interviews with 
prospective users as well as expert focus group discussion. Through the gathered qualitative 
data, the research questions were addressed. Their feedback helped in the formation of an idea 
about which comparative feedback type relates to which motivations for comparison – a 
question whose answer provides the bases for feature customisation in EnergyWiz related to 
the particular user. The elaboration on these user-specific design decisions demonstrated the 
importance of user‟s experience and motivation to compare on finding suitable comparison 
targets, measurement units and communication strategies for socialisation of energy 
consumption data. During this research phase, also design considerations which should ensure 
the usability of a mobile energy monitor as EnergyWiz were discussed. 
In summary, this master‟s thesis project addressed the research gap of user-centred design of 
comparative feedback based on the individual motivations of prospective users and 
researched the chances provided by a mobile, social energy monitor. Its promising results 
showing the significance of motivation-specific design, socialisation and mobility of energy-
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related comparative feedback lay the initial foundation for further research in the area of such 
applications. 
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12. Attachments 
12.1 Questionnaires for the Individual User Interviews 
12.1.1 Application Walkthrough 
1. Start the EnergyWiz application from the main application deck. 
2. Have a look at the EnergyWiz main menu. Could you, please, tell me what you think each 
of the icons means? 
3. Go to the Live Energy section. What is your current energy use? 
4. Switch to a different measurement unit (g CO2). Are you satisfied with your current 
consumption? Why? 
5. Can you determine, with the help of the application, how you affect the environment? 
6. Go to the History section. When was your peak consumption today? 
7. On which day this week your consumption was highest? 
8. What about the previous week? 
9. Which was the week with the highest consumption in the present month? 
10. Go to the Neighbours section. Are you among the efficient or the inefficient people in 
your neighbourhood? 
11. Go to the Challenge section. Assuming you are User1. Who are you competing with? Are 
you winning or loosing at the moment? 
12. What is the current result? 
13. How have you performed today in comparison to your opponent? 
14. On which day of the competition you performed worst? 
15. Share the challenge score in Facebook. 
16. Go to the Ranking section. What is your rank? 
17. What is the criterion for ranking? 
12.1.2 User Interview Questions 
1. Does EnergyWiz correspond to your needs? Why (not)? 
2. Which type of feedback and comparison do you like most? Why? 
3. What is your primary motivation for using EnergyWiz?: 
 someone asked me to save energy 
 people I care about are doing it 
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 other people approve it when I do it 
 it makes me feel good about myself 
 it‟s a moral thing to do 
 it helps reduce global warming 
 it saves me money 
4. Do you like comparing yourself to the others? What for? 
 benchmark (I would like to see how good I am.) 
 learning + improving (I would like to learn how to get better.) 
 social validation (Most of the people compare to others, so I like comparing, too.) 
 recognition/appraisal (I compare with others because people will like me when I 
perform well) 
 competition/fun (I like competitions and want to win.) 
 curiosity (I am curious how the other people perform.) 
6. What would entice you to keep using the app? 
7. Design Questions about Live Data Feature 
Do you find the scale in the Live Data section helpful in easily understanding how you are 
performing? Why (not)? 
Artefact: Current Consumption Panel 
Do you find the current consumption panel useful? Would you change something? 
Artefact: Efficiency Scale 
Do you find the efficiency scale useful for you? 
Do you have any considerations about how “efficient” is defined? 
Do you find the 6 levels of efficiency suitable or need more/less? 
Artefact: Non-Social Explanatory Comparison 
Does the explanation below the scale make your energy consumption more understandable? 
Why? 
Which one of the illustrations trees/laptops/money aggregate mean for you most? What others 
would you like to see? 
Do you think that changing comparisons over time will entice you using the app? 
Artefact: Measurement Unit Selector 
Do the different measurement units help you in understanding how much you consume? 
Which measurement unit you like most? Why? 
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8. Design Questions about History Feature 
Artefact: Temporal Comparison 
Which units do you prefer to see on the charts? (kWh, CO2, $) 
Are the different scales of energy consumption (hours, days, weeks, months) useful for you? 
How would you use them? 
9. Design Questions about Neighbours Feature 
Do you think comparing with your neighbours will keep you interested for a long time? Why 
(not)? 
Artefact: Neighbours comparison 
Do you find the Neighbours comparison interesting? 
To which of your motivations for comparison does it relate to?: 
 benchmark (I would like to see how good I am.) 
 learning + improving (I would like to learn how to get better.) 
 social validation (Most of the people compare to others, so I like comparing, too.) 
 recognition/appraisal (I compare with others because people will like me when I 
perform well) 
 competition/fun (I like competitions and want to win.) 
 curiosity (I am curious how the other people perform.) 
Do you think comparing with your neighbours makes sense for you? (Why? If no, who would 
you like to compare to?) (comparison target) 
Do you think the division in two groups is suitable or you prefer comparing to an average 
value? (feedback specific) 
Would you like to see the names of the neighbours you compare to if you make your name 
available, too? (anonymity) 
Do you think that comparison should be on a daily basis or you prefer other time span? (time 
span) 
Do you think that comparison on kWh is suitable or you prefer different units, for instance 
points or CO2 or $ or just colours? (measurement units + abstraction) 
9. Design Questions about Challenge Feature 
Artefact: 1-on-1 comparison 
Do you find the Challenge comparison interesting? 
To which of your motivations for comparison does it relate to?  
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 benchmark (I would like to see how good I am.) 
 learning + improving (I would like to learn how to get better.) 
 social validation (Most of the people compare to others, so I like comparing, too.) 
 recognition/appraisal (I compare with others because people will like me when I 
perform well) 
 competition/fun (I like competitions and want to win.) 
 curiosity (I am curious how the other people perform.) 
Do you think comparing with a Facebook friend is suitable for 1-on-1 comparison? (Why? If 
no, who would you like to compare to?) (comparison target) 
On what measurement unit would you like to compare kWh, CO2 or $? Why? Do you think 
points are a viable option for you? (measurement units) + (abstraction) 
Do you think that a challenge should take a week or you prefer a different time span? (time 
span) 
Is it clear for you who is leading at a certain moment? What is the criterion to win a 
challenge? 
Would you give up if you are lagging behind for several days during the challenge? Why 
(not)? 
Artefact: Challenge sharing 
Would you post your challenge data on Facebook? Why (not)? 
What would you like to share? (result, intention, etc.) 
When would you post such a message? (start, end, during the competition) 
Do you expect response from your Facebook friends? If yes, what type? 
10. Design Questions about Ranking Feature 
Artefact: 1-to-n comparison 
Do you find ranking interesting? 
To which of your motivations for comparison does it relate to?  
 benchmark (I would like to see how good I am.) 
 learning + improving (I would like to learn how to get better.) 
 social validation (Most of the people compare to others, so I like comparing, too.) 
 recognition/appraisal (I compare with others because people will like me when I 
perform well) 
 competition/fun (I like competitions and want to win.) 
 curiosity (I am curious how the other people perform.) 
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Do you think that comparison on kWh is suitable or you prefer different units, for instance 
points or CO2 or $? (measurement units) 
Do you like to see usage numbers or colours/distance to the next best person? (abstraction) 
Do you think being ranked with similar EnergyWiz users makes sense for you? (Why? If no, 
who would you like to compare to?) (comparison target) 
Would you like to see/share the names/first names/nicknames/photos only? (anonymity) 
Do you think that comparison should take into account the last 7 days? (time span) 
Is it clear for you what is the criterion for ranking the EnergyWiz users? 
Would you give up if you are lagging behind for several days during the challenge? Why 
(not)? 
Artefact: Ranking sharing 
Would you post your ranking data on Facebook? Why (not)? 
What would you like to share? (result, intention, etc.) 
When would you post such a message? (start, end, during the competition) 
Do you expect response from your Facebook friends? If yes, what type? 
11. Would you be interested in discussing with other users their energy consumption in a 
Facebook group? What would you benefit and how would you contribute to the group? 
12. Would you like to participate in a ranking among the EnergyWiz users that is posted 
weekly to the group (similar to the one from the Ranking feature? Why (not)? 
13. Does sharing your energy consumption with your Facebook friends or other EnergyWiz 
users stand in conflict with your attitude to privacy? What would you change? 
14. Would you use EnergyWiz while you are outside of home and why? 
 
